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Introduction 

In the period following the enforcement of "liang-shui-fa (~1:fti:i)," the 
T'ang Dynasty's monopoly of salt continued to be one of its primary sources of 
revenue. As such, the administrative setup for the salt monopoly was kept in 
perfect order ever thereafter. As the proceeds from the salt monopoly grew more 
and more important to the T'ang administration as its primary revenue source, 
the monopoly system became more and more intricate, a trend that continued 
to persist for many centuries, even after the T'ang rule was ended, from the 
Sung Cr) e;a all the way. down to recent times. All this later development of 

the salt monopoly must be regarded only as the fruition of the efforts at its preser
vation and modification expanded by those who inherited the system, since almost 
all the basic legal and institutional concepts were clearly laid clown and found 

their application in the system as established during the T'ang. Hence, the salt 
monopoly set up under the T'ang is of exceeding historical importance. 

Two persons were instrumental in the institution of a salt monopoly system 
during the era and credited with having made the proceeds from the system into 
a major source of government revenue. Ti-wu Ch'i (:m.n.fi#f) and Diu Yen (i/ILl 
~) were in the saddle as the T'ang Dynasty's most distinguished officials in 

charge of financial affairs from the outbreak of the Rebellion of An-Shih C~5::. 
ziJL) until the first year of Chien-chung (~tj:r) or 780 A.D. in which the liang

shui-ja was promulgated. Emperors Su-tsung (~*) and Tai-tsung (1i:*) reigned 
successively during these nearly two decades and a half in which the two were 
active. 

This treatise is presented as a study of the salt monopoly system initiated 

and developed during these two reigns of the T'ang Dynasty with particular 
reference to the great administrative accomplishments achieved by these 
two officials. A comprehensive study of this and other related themes has 
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already been published by Denis Twichett, m noted authority on the history of 
the T'ang Dynasty. I regrefully note here that the publication of this English 

language study in 1954 did not come to my knowledge until after I published 

this study of my own in the Japanese language in 1959. This latter study 

of mine, intended to constitute a small part of my research in the history of 

the T'ang Dynasty's financial affairs, is extremely limited in scope. Never

theless, it would he most gratifying to me if the present treatise would throw 

any more light on the facts and life of the T'ang Dynasty an elucidated by Prof. 

Twitchett and thus could hold s:::>me supplementary value of its own. 

I. The Origin of Salt Monopoly 

It is a commonly accepted theory that the T'ang Dynasty's monopoly on 

salt was originally conceived and put into practice by Ti-wu Ch'i (:m.lif6t) about 

the time the Rebellion of An-Shih broke out. As yet, however, this theory is to 

be fully verified. 

I. Administration Concerning Salt Output and Sales before the 

Rebellion of An-Shih 

The first historically known monopoly on salt in China was a short-lived 

one practiced by the Han Dynasty. And for many centuries thereafter no such 

governmental monopoly was revived by any succeeding dynasty not even by 

the T'ang Dynasty at least for some years after its founding. This means that 

the T'ang Dynasty, too, for a while after its establishment had tried to live up 

to a monarchal ideal of fair and just rule handed down from its predecessors-the 

belief that the popular use of any products of Mother Nature should be left 

unrestricted and that such blessings should not be monopolized by those in power. 

Another unwritten code of political ethics prohibited those in power from 

forcing any arbitrary political institutions on the people or from enforcing any drastic 

renovation of the traditional systems lest the minds of the people should be unneces

sarily disturbed or confused. Aside from these ideological factors, with its 

government's financial framework still far from complex and conducted on a 

very small scale, the T'ang Dynasty hardly found it necessary to impose upon 
the people any indirect taxes in addition to direct levies in early years of its 

rule. The dynasty's abstention from pursuing any monopolistic policies during its 

early years is primarily attributed to the fact that its finances had not yet assumed 

such a scale as to necessitate them. After Empress Wu (j§,IJ.3("JRiJ§) was en-

(1) D. Twitchett, The Salt Commissioners after An Lu-shan's Rebellion, Asia Major, New 
series Vol. IV, part I., pp. 60~89, London, 1954. 
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throned, the dynasty's finances began to expand drastically. But the T'ien-pao 

(xll), Era or 742-755 A.D., when Emperor Hsi.ian-tsung (y;*) was ruler, the 

dynasty's fiscal expenditure was estimated to have grown to as much as 10 times 

the size in the Chen-kuan (J'\!JlB\l) Era (627-649 A.D.) in which Emperor T'ai

tsung (::t*) ruled. And in the meantime, the T'ang governments's fiscal picture, 

both in taxation and income-expenditure aspects, had become considerably 

more intricate. A major contributory factor to this rapid expansion was 

increased military expenditure. Under Hsi.ian-tsung's reign, such military in

situtions as chun chen (11Iml) and chieh-tu shih (~n15t1t) were reorganized 

into a much larger administrative entities. As the dynasty's military strength 

increased, the old "militia system" was gradually replaced by the "professional 

soldiering" system as the principal method of recruitment. 

This series of measures, all of which necessitated the dynasty to drastically 

expand its military budget, were enforced in rapid succession until the expansion 

took on alarming aspects during Emperor Hsuan-tsung's days. Howev_er, the 

causes of such financial expansion are traceable all the way back to Empress 

Wu's reign, under which the central government, ill prepared to counter any 

such bursting expansion of its fiscal needs, was tightly gripped by a financial 

crisis. Thus, when Emperor Hsi.ian-tsung C-~.J~) came to the throne after 

another corruption-infested reign of Empress Wei CfJr-t), the dynasty was already 

all but bankrupt. Thus, while the dynasty was in the throes of such a 

financial crisis, the first salt monopoly plan on record was presented in the form 

of a petition to the Emperor in the llth month of the sixth year of K'ai-yi.ian 

m~x) or 721 A.D. Hsi.ian-tsung, however, dismissed the plan after referring it 

to his ministers for deliberation. After all they had still preferred to tide the 

dynasty over its dire financial predicament by increasing conventional direct 

taxes. <Z) Although, thus, no salt monopoly was enforced up until the last year 

of T'ien-pao (xll), it does not mean that the output and sales of salt had 

administratively been left totally unrestricted. Records show, in fact, that even 

prior to the enforcement of a salt monopoly, a notable advance had been 

witnessed in the administrative controls over salt during Emperor Hsi.ian-tsung's 

days. The government took due note of the growth of the salt making industry 

and by putting all the names of salt-makers on its tax payers' list tightened its 

clamp upon possible evasion or delinquency cases. Salt makers were made to 

deliver their product instead of such conventional tax payments in kind as 

(2) See the petition of Liu T'ung @ll~) contained in Tu Yu (H,ft;), T'ung-tien (ii~), Ch. 
10, Yen-T'ieh (Salt and Iron); THY, eh. 88, Yen-T'ieh (Salt and Iron) and other accounts. 
Note that the year of the petition is erroneously given as the first year of K 'ai-yilan (IM:Jjc) 
in all these accounts. The latest studies have established that the correct year was the 
ninth of K'ai-yilan, 
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cereals at a certain conversion ratio set for assessment purposes. Meanwhile, 

the government on its own established and operated "official" salt farms known 

as yen-t'un (~lB) with the purpose of coping with the ever-expanding demand 

for edible salt among its frontier garrison forces. In order also to meet the 

demand for salt from the forces stationed in the capital and Kuan-nei (H~), a new 

office called yen-ch'ih-shih (i!tlli (i) or, literally a "salt-lake (rii'lli) commission" was 

created so as to have its holders supervise salt lakes established in An-i (:ti.:E!3) 

in Ho-tung (¥PS*) Province now known as Shansi or those founded in Kuan-nei 

Province. <3) In other words, the central government's salt control organization, 

although still short of a full-scale monopoly, was already fairly well organized 

in early as those years. 

2. The Rebellion of An-Shih C~Ee..LrfjL) and the Institution of a Salt 

Monopoly System by Yen Chen-ch'ing (~ffetP~P) 

It is a well-known historical fact that immediately upon the outbreak of the 

Rebellion of An Lu-shan, Yen Chen-ch'ing, prefect of P'ing-yuan (Zf.i»J{:;t;:y) in 

Ho-pei Province, pitted himself against An's rebel armies for the cause of 

justice by organizing a loyalist campaign. w Under his loyalist banner local 

officials as well as soldiers and militiamen loyal to the Emperor rallied round. 

Among them were Chia Tsai (J:~), director (W-t) of Ch'ing-ch'ih Hsien (mtfuJWf.) 

and Mu Ning (ff'.$), director ()if-1) of Yen-shan Hsien ('llrllJWf.), who combined their 

forces to slay the Commissioner for Sea Transport (m~1i) who concurrently 

was prefect (:;t;:_r) of Ching-ch'eng (*:Im) or Ts'ang-chou (rfH+!) and seized in 

was spoils more than 50 vessels and other military supplies in the custody of 

this official appointed by An Lu-shan. It was through the seizure of war supplies 

stored for years in Pei-chou (ffil HI) in Ho-Pei (¥PS jt) Province that these loyal 

forces were able to pursue their military operations. The seized provisions in

cluded a great deal of goods collected as tsu (tfl.) and tiao rnHm, such as three 

million tuan (i'.l/l\l) of linen (n,trJ) from Chiang-tung (iI*), 700,000 p'i (XE) of silk 

cloth (~~;fp") from Ho-pei Province (1PJjt), and more than 100,000 p'i of dyed 

fabrics (ffvR) and twill silk fabrics (t~) from Pei-chou (Jl ff'!). 
Besides, more than 300,000 min (ffl) of copper coins, a several-year-long 

collection of household taxes or hu-shui (pfft), and 300,000 shih (E) of cereals 

were seized at the same time. <5) As for the armor with which he provided his troops, 

(3) See HTS, Ch. 54, Foods and Money, Salt, in addition to the two ac~ounts cited in Foot
note 1. Also refer to "Shina Chusei no Gunbatsu" (,3zjj'~~fil0)1j[~~) or "Warlords in 
Medieval China" by this writer, Tokyo, 1942, and "The Background of the Rebellion 
of An Lu-shan," Pulleyblank, E. G., Oxford, 1955. 

(4) Ssu-ma Kuang, TCTC, eh. 217, 12th month, 14th year of T'ien-pao (:X!¼'.) or 755 A.D. 
(5) Ibid. 
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Yen found readily available those laid in stock in large quantities when a 

punitive campaign had been orgainzed against the Turkish invaders led by 

QapayanQuyan 1W,/XPHPJtf ). (6)Soon afterward,Yen was appointed by the T'ang court 

to the Inspectorship of Ho-pei Province (fwJ;:lt~.¥,f~t)j~fll1t), an office which em

powered him to act as commander-in-chief for the Imperial punitive force against 

the rebel armies then occupying Ho-pei (Frf ;:lt) Province. m Whereupon, Yen 

contacted by a sea route Liu Cheng-ch'en (J!JIE.§), a military governor of 

Southern Manchuria or P'ing-lu Chieh-tu Shih (2Pli~1il:t1i), who was then 

entrenched in Liao-hsi (~N) in the rear of An Lu-shan's territory. CB) The polt 

subsequently formed between the two required P'ing-lu's selected armies to 

attack the rebel forces in the rear and Yen to supply these armies with neces

sary war munitions. As the traffic of supply ships along the sea route grew 

thick and fast between the two loyalists, Yen, then in control of only three 

chou (f['[)-Te (1i), Pei (,&) and Po (trtt), came in no time to find his financial 

resources totally depleted. In the fact of this financial crisis Yen began 

to enforce a monopoly in salt on the suggestion of Li E (:$:.), one of his 

officials who originated from Ho-pei province which was a major salt producing 

area. This monopoly of salt, enforced by Yen throughout his jurisdiction, yielded 

enough profit to enable his provinical administration to tide over the financial 

crisis. 

How this salt monopoly was administered by Yen Chen-ch'ing is described 

in a biographical account incorporated in "Yen-lu-kung Wen-chi (i~ifti~-0-)'.(~)," 

which is a collection of his works. The account was written by Yin Liang (iz!~), 

one of Yen's staff officers or men-k'o (f~~), in his "Yen-lu-kung Hsing-chuang" 

(ff;J.!~·01'J717t) or the "Biography of Yen-lu-kung," which constitutes part of the 

appendix to Yen-lu-kung Wen-chi. The account, in effect, reads as follows: 

"Our commander-in-chief made a monopoly of the salt produced in Ching-ch'eng 

chun (*~ti~) and by setting up a chain of sales agents-ch'ang (i~)-along the 

Huang Ho (~frir), ordered individual prefectures or chun ug·~) to sell it at a 

certain fixed price. Proceeds from the sales, meanwhile, were collected through 

the chain for agent-to-agent relay delivery to his coffers. Thus, his financial 

needs for military supplies were met adequately."<9
J Hsin T'ang-shu (tfrn!fi=), 

in chilan (~) 153, which is another biographical account of Yen Chen-ch'ing, 

also briefly outlines the origin of salt mononpoly, apparently based on the same 

account by Yin Liang. Acting in concert, a loyalist military campaign was also 

(6) Yen-lu-kung Hsing-Chuang OfilHl01'JH;JO, an Appendix to Yen-lu-kung Wen-chi OfilHt-0>'.: 
~) states this. 

(7) Ssu-ma Kuang, ibid., eh. 217, 3rd month, 2nd year of Chih-te (:~ii) or 757 A.D. 
(8) Ibid., eh. 217, 4th month, 1st year of Chih-te (~1~) or 756 A.D. 

(9) 5;E~1&1t~m• tEr?AJJi±;Jjj. %itnmffilr~~11:, liJ~t§ilfn«, m•Hl~llf. 
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initiated by Ho-Ian Chin-ming (lUil!iitEJI), prefect of Pei-hai (:itWi) or Ch'ing-chou 

(WHD, and at Yen's invitation, the two began to join forces from the third 

year of Chih-te (~1!&0 or 758 A.D. cio) It was as a member of Ho-Ian Chin

ming's campaign that Ti-wu Ch'i, one of his staff officers .and the known founder 

of the first full-scale salt monopoly system, became acquainted with its proto

type as administered by Yen's regional regime. By title, he was then Ch'ing

chou's ln-shih ts'an-chun ({fu-jz$~'.it[). Records show that while active in this 

campaign Ti-wu Ch 'i observed with his own eyes how salt was monopolized 

and how lucrative the monopoly proved to be. Thus, he learned the management 

techniques involved in the system. 

In Yin Liang's biography of Yen, there are records also telling how Ti-wu 

Ch'i later came to rise to a high rank of the T'ang officialdom and how by 

means of his own salt monopoly system he met the spiraling military ex

penditure and surmounted the financial difficulties besetting the dynasty. crn 

- From the aforegoing, it is positive that a salt monopoly was originated by 

Yen Chen-ch'ing and that Ti-wu Ch'i later started his own based on the 

knowledge of the monopoly rules and practices first set and demonstrated by 

Yen. Why, then, do all the principal historical records of those days invariably 

have it that Ti-wu Ch 'i is the founder of the institution ?<12) In my view the 

reason is that the salt monopoly was practiced by Yen as an emergency financial 

measure on a provisional basis only in the several prefectures which he controlled. 

Under Yen, then, the system had never been developed into an official under

taking of the state. The system assumed an extraprovincial status only after 

Ti-wu Ch'i took it over from Yen and reshaped it as his own. The question 

here is to which person we are to give credit for having founded this institu

tion-Yen Chen-ch'ing who set up a salt monopoly on his own, or Ti-wu Ch'i 

who founded one as a state institution. When seeking an answer to such a 

question, we today's historians, will as a rule try to trace the origin of the 

system in question as far back as possible-in this particular case all the way 

to Yen Chen-ch'ing instead of going only part of the way back to Ti-wu 

Ch'i. Most probably, the way of thinking of the Chinese in those days must 

have been different from ours. In their view, no system was to be regarded as 
having been founded until it assumed the status of a state institution. 

(10) Ssu-ma Kuang, ibid., eh. 217. 
(11) HTS, eh. 153. 
(12) CTS, eh. 123; THY, eh. 87, Introduction about Yen-t'ieh Chuan-ytin-shih (111!~Ql'.11Je) 

and Ssu-ma Kuang, TCTC, eh, 219, 10th month1 1st year of Chih-te (¾il) or 756 A.D. 
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II. Ti-wu Ch'i's Salt Monopoly Administration 

Ti-wu Ch'i was dispatched by Ho-Jan Chin-ming (~ltiS~SJ[) as his emissary 

to Emperor Hsuan-tsung, then in exile in Shu (ifil) or Szechwan (!m]I[) in the 

eighth month of the first year of Chih-te (~1/!0 or 756 A.D. When received 
in audience by the Emperor, Ti-wu Ch'i solicited for an office in charge of the 
transportation of war munitions. He based this request on his belief that in 
view of the fast intensifying insurgency in the empire it would be a task of 

utmost urgency for the central government to ensure adequate supply of muni

tions of war by securing the supply route between the affluent southeast pro

vinces and Kuan-chung (~mi::p) where the Imperial court was situated. This 

request was approved immediately and Ti-wu Ch'i was appointed to the post 

of Chiang-Huai Tsu-Yung Shih (1IiltH!m11) or Commissioner for tsu and 
yung (lil.!m') of the Chiang-nan and Huai-nan Provinces (1Iif). cis) The month 

before, however, the Crown Prince in exile in Ling-chou (ffiff'l) had already 
declared his accession to the throne. Upon the receipt of this report, Emperor 
Hsuan-tsung made his accession official by declaring his own abdication of the 
throne and thus, in effect, nullified Ch'i's appointment. cw Whereupon, Ch'i left 

Szechwan to lodge the same request with the new Emperor, Su-tsung Offit~:P-0, 
and was granted an audience in P'eng-yuan (~~) in Ning-chou (~HI) in the 
10th month of Chih-te. 

In explaining his appeal in more detailed terms than before, Ch'i suggested 
that the cereals and linen cloth collected in tsu (l[) and yung (!m') from Chiang
nan and Huai-nan Provinces be converted into ch'ing-huo (ml~)-" light corn-· 
modi ties" which are much costlier in value and much lighter in weight 05)-and 
that these commodities be transported upstream on the Yangtze River and Han 
Valley by boat as far as Yang-chou (1+JM) and then overland cross the Ch'in-Jing 

(*~) Range to Fu-feng (1:1(fii¾) in Ch'i-chou (r!IH['l), Feng-hsiang Fu (JiVftJjJtt). 
This appeal met the new Emperor's approval and Ti-wu Ch'i was consequently 

appointed to the post of Shan-nan-teng wu-tao Tu-chih Shih (rlrf¥f~.E.m])t3t11) 
or Commissioner for Public Revenue and Expenditure of the Five Provinces 
including Shan-nan. cm) The appointment meant that he had found himself in 

(13) See Ssu-ma Kuang, TCTC. eh. 218 and others. 
(14) See ibid, eh. 218. the 8th month of the 1st year of Chih-te (~1!&\) or 756 A.D. 
(15) Among the items of ch'ing-huo (@~) were gold, silver, silk and linen which were found 

suitable for long-distance transportation because of their relatively high value for their 
weight. and bulk. In these early T'ang days, silk and linen were still used as the Gover
ment's official means of payments. Then, in the latter part of the T'ang period silver 
began to replace them and finally in the Sung (*) days, became accepted as the major 
such means. 

(16) See ibid., eh. 219. 
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control of a vast jurisdiction in the matter of state finances which comprised 

the five tao (m)-Huai-nan, Eastern and Western Chian-nan and Eastern and 

Western Shan-nan. The Yangtze River (iFhI) and Han Valley (jlif~)j() were 

picked by Ch'i to form his supply route to Kuan-chung (;N]i:p) since the Grand 

Canal route linking Huang Ho (~¥f.rr) and Pien Canal Ut1PI) had been blockaded 

by An Lu-shan's rebel troops then. Properties collected in taxes due for delivery 

to the coffers of the central government were made convertible into ch'ing-huo (*lit) 
or light commodities because the cargo conveyance capacity of the Han Valley 

route was too limited to transport these taxes in kind in their original form

bulk cereals. Immediately after assuming this important "shih" post, Ti-wu 

Ch'i embarked on the task of securing ample supply of provisions for the Kuan

chung (;mq=r) region as he promised to Emperors Hsuan-tsung and Su-tsung. It 

was in the process of carrying out this task that Ch'i's salt monopoly system was 

inaugurated interregionally in all of the five provinces put under his control. 

1. Ti-wu Ch'i's Appointment as Yen-t'ieh Shih ([i!i\f~) or 

Commissioner for Salt and Iron and the Subsequent Commencement 

of Salt Monopoly 

As to when Ti-wu Ch'i inaugurated his salt monopoly system, there are 

two irreconcilable sets of authorities. Namely, whereas one version says that the 

inauguration came in the 10th month ofthe first year of Chih-te (~f~) or 756 

A.D., the other has it that it came in the first year of Ch'ien-yuan (~!i.Z:::51:) or 

758 A.D. Tzu-chih t'ung-chien (~121:im§Jfii'.) by Ssu-ma Kuang, one authority in 

the former group, says in its 219th chapter that Ti-wu Ch'i was appointed to 

the post of Commissioner for Public Revenue and Expenditure of Five Provinces 

including Shan-nan (rlli¥JWE.il1&3t1,) in the 10th month of the first year of 

Chih-te and inaugurated his salt monopoly system immediately afterward. Con

sequently, it adds, the dynasty's coffers were enriched. According to this 

authority, we are given to understand that Ti-wu Ch'i was the Commissioner 

for tsu and yung of the Chiang-nan and Huai-nan (iiif.tf.affi1,) when he was 

appointed to this additional post of Commissioner for Public Revenue and 

Expenditure of Five Provinces including Shan-nan (r.l(iffWE.il1&3t1,) in the 

10th month of 756 A.D. and that he ordered the salt monopoly system into 

operation immediately in the same month. On the other hand, another contra

dictory source-T'ang hui-yao (n1J·t-:1zD-in its 87th chapter titled "Introduction 

to Yen-t'ieh Chuan-yun Shih" has the following to say: 

"In the first year of Ch'ien-y-Uan or 758 A.D. Ti-wu Ch'i was appointed 

tu-chih lang-chung or Secretary of Revenue and Expenditure (&3tN~tj=r) and 

chung-ch'eng or Vice President of the Censorate (tj=rffe) while retaining his 
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former titles. He was also made Salt Commissioner and this, then, led to his 

inauguration of a salt monopoly system." 

This authority has it, in effect, that the system was begun only after Ti-wu 

Ch'i's appointment as Salt Commissioner in 758 A.D. An account identical to 

the foregoing is also found in Chiu T'ang-shu (lfivifw), eh. 49, as well as Hsin 

T'ang-shu (Wfff"«), eh. "54, Food and Money." Moreover, another authority, Ts'e-

Ju yuan-kuei (fJ-ltJtt:5tffi), in its 483rd chapter "Introduction to 'Financial Affairs' 

(11~H{rf5w,~,)1,;)," also clearly registers Ti-wu Ch'i's appointment as Salt Commis

sioner as having taken place in 758 A.D. Corroborated by so many authorities, 

this year of Ch'i's appointment as Salt Commissioner, it seems, needs not be 

questioned any further. cm There are no historical records available for us to 

refer to, however, regarding in what month of that year the appointment was made. 

Perhaps, however, the following inference may logically be made. Before Ti-wu 

Ch'i was named Commissioner for Salt and Coinage (!H~mi1Ht) in the first 

year of Ch'ien-yuan (ltit:5t) or 758 A.D., he had been holding concurrently the 

p'in-kuan (£ '§) title of ssu-chin lang-chung ('§'J~N~~) bearing the Secondary 

Grade Fifth P'in Excellent (1t1:E.£J:) and the "hsien-kuan" (~'§) post of 

shih-yu-shih ( 19':fft~.§I::). crnl Then in the third month of the same year, he was 

promoted as a "p'in-kuan" official to the grade of tu-chih lang-chung (1t3tN~ 

~). crnl Accordigly, Ch'i's appointment as Commissioner for Salt and Iron, 

which is recorded as having been effected while he was still holding a "P'in

kuan" title of ssu-chin lang-chung (q]~fmi=J::r), must have come, even at the 

latest, before the third month of that year, probably in the very early part of 

758 A.D. Given below is a table in which the two mutually contradictory 

authorities are set against each other regarding what" shih" posts Ch'i was holding 

when the salt monopoly was started. 

(17) TFYK has it that Ti-wu Ch'i's appointment Wi'LS simultaneous with his assumption of 

duties as Salt Commissioner. Hower, it has been proved that, as recorded by Ssu-ma 

Kuang's TCTC, the appointment took place two years earlier than the assumption of these 

duties, in the 10th month of the first year of Chih-te. One proof to be is found in a docu

mentary practice of the chroniclers of those days whose established rule was to list side by side

all the new and old posts and ranks held by an official in case he was ordered to assume 

any additional post or in case he stayed in his old post even after his promotion to any 

to lead higher rank or status. This practice tends to lead one to mistake the old posts and 

positions for those newly assumed or aquired. TheTFYKaccount under review can be regarded 

as one such example. Note that whereas TCTC gives one to understand that the" wu tao" 

Ti-wu Ch'i governed as Tu-chih-Shih included "Shan-nan" (rl(~), TFYK refers to the 

same as "five provinces including 'Ho-nan' (li=ITi¥i) "-an important difference to be 

clarified later in detail. 
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Inauguration of Salt Ti-wu Ch'i's "Shih" posts Authorities Monopoly at the Time of Inauguration 

10th month, 1st year of trtiWJi1J!:'. · !lrffi~lim!t TCTC Chih-te (~{~) or 756 A.D. :t1i 

Sometime before3rdmonth, yJ:/il[W1J!:'. · rPJffi~Em& CTS., HTS., Food and 
1st year of Ch'ien-yi.ian :t1i • m~1, Money 
(IYr;jf:) or 758 A.D. TFY., TFYK. 

From a common sense view-point, it 1s more reasonable to presume that 
the importance of the salt monopoly as a new state institution had prevented 
this great undertaking from getting under way before the post of yen-t'ieh shih 

(18) In the early years of the T'ang Dynasty, there were, regarding status, three kinds of 
titles; chih-kuan (l\:'jg), san-kua.n (Tf5('jg) and hsun-kuan (!/J'§). Furthermore, holders of all 
such official status were further graded by the degree of p'in (£) to show how highly 
they were placed on the ladder of the T'ang officialdom. Since, both san-kuan and 
hsiln-kuan were of honorary character, only Chih-kuan holders were found in charge of 
executive or administrative duties. As for every chih-kuan post, the duties and functions 
its holder was required to perform We're detailed in advance. At the same time, a "P'in" 
grade was assigned to every such post to show clearly how high along the officialdom's 
ladder its holder was placed, be he civilian or military. Since the middle part of the 
T'ang rule, with the conspicuous social and economic growth of the dynasty its admini
stration assumed such intricate proportions that its original personned classification rules 
could no longer be observed to the letter. Thus, in the process of creating one new 
position after another, "shih" posts or commissionerships, such as tsu-yung shih (;E§.)ffl' 
1.le), tu-chih shih (!Jtx1i), yen-t'ieh shih (fflti1i), chieh-tu shih rno!Jt1i) and chuan-yun 
shih (ip-ffi1J!:'.) were added to the list. These "shih" titles, only descriptive of the 
duties and functions of their holders, were not similar to the "kuan" titles in character. 
As such, no "p'in" grade, indicative of the holder's distinction of rank, was assigned 
to any "shih" position. This means that the appointment of an official to any "shih" 
post constituted no upward or downward revision of his status in the official hierarchy 
and that how high or low he was placed had to be shown separately by a "kuan" 
title he additionally held. These "kuan" titles, too, used to be among a variety of 
chih-kuan posts but by the time Ch'i assumed the Commissionership it had already 
become merely titular in character. In principle, a "shih" post, being directorate in 
character, required its holder to supervise a number of personnel as his subordinates. 
With the purpose of enhancing his authority over his subordinates, therefroe, he was 
often given a "hsien-ku'1.n" 0!'§) post in the Yil-shih-t'ai (iV.§t!t) or "censorate" 
and thus vested with the authority to mete out disciplinary action against officials in 
general. The five flights comprising the "hsien-kuan" classification scale were: (a) 
chien-ch'a-yu-shih or Examining Censor (~~lV.§t) bearing the Genuine Eighth P'in 
Grade Excellent (IE/\£1:); (b) tien-chung-shih-yu-shih or Palace Cenor in Attendance 
(~i:pfsJfJEIJ.§t) bearing the Secondary Seventh P'in Grade Excellent (t'tt&:tJ:); (c) shih-yu
shih or Censor in Attendance ( 1tf!E\J..5l:.) bearing the Secondary Sixth P'in Grade Low (t'th® T); 
(d) yu-shih-chung-ch'eng or Vice President of the Censorate (1W3: i::pifs) bearing the Genuine 
Fifth P'in Grade Excellent (IEE.rfiliJ:) and (e) yu-shih-ta-ju or President of the Censorate 
({i!:j].§t*~) bearing the Secondary Third P'in Grade (.f:t.=:.£). 

(19) See THY, Ch. 61, Kuan-i (w~) and ibid., Ch. 87, Chuan-yi.in Shih O!Umiti), 
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or Commissioner for Salt and Iron was filled by Ch'i. 

This presumption becomes all the more convincing when reviewed in the 

light of the fact that historical records supporting the second authority are found 

more numerously than those upholding the first authority. The first authority

Tz:,iJ,-chih t'ung-chien (~Ytiiliili)-should not be lightly brushed aside as mistaken, 

however, since its authenticity as a chronicle must generally be rated highly. 

In the 10th month of the first year of Chih-te, Ti-wu Ch'i proceeded from 

Szechwan to Ning-chou (3$:Hl) in Kuan-chung region and was received by 

Emperor Su-tsung. At that time he already had in his mind a salt monopoly 

plan and as a matter of historical fact obtained the Emperor's approval for it. 

No matter how quickly _the subsequent assumption by Ch'i of his new post far 

away in the Chiang-Huai Oiil) region could have been arranged and completed, 

the first authority's view that he could bring the new system into operation 

within the same month when he obtained the Imperial approval for its blueprint 

can hardly be justified. Some length of time must have been taken by Ch'i 

before he completed such preparations as conducting an on-site prelirhinary 

survey and drafting rules and regulations. To be recalled in this connection is 

the fact that the well known liang-shui-fa (r{pgfJty!), too, was not enforced 

overnight. Before it was promulgated in the first month of the first year of 

Chien-chung (3/!q.:r) or 780 A.D., the law had to be drafted over and over again 

and all other preparations completed by Yang Yen(~®~) over a period of a 

year after his installation as Prime Minister. When considering the process of 

the promulgation of the Salt Monopoly Edict, therefore, it would be more 

reasonable to presume that the enforcement of this system had been preceded 

by a period of preparation ranging over a year or more from the time Ch'i 

proceeded from Kuan-chung to Chiang-Huai. Hence, it is all the more probable 
that the system was inaugurated toward the beginning of 758 A.D. 

To make this presumption more warrantable, the official career of Ti-wu 

Ch'i must be thoroughly checked so as to throw enough light on the circum

stances in which he had risen to eminence. All the "p'in-kuan" (rfp 'g) and 

"hsien-kuan" (I:'§) titles and "shih" ( 1i) offices Ch 'i won or held since the 

first year of Chih-te (~it) or 756 A.D. are listed for this purpose, source by 
source, as follows. 

From 756 A.D. onward Ti-wu Ch'i was in control of five tao Gl) or provinces 

as tu-chih shih (!.:!1t:X1i), Although formerly referred to as "five tao including 

Shan-nan (rlfm)/' these provinces later came to be registered as "five tao in

cluding Ho-nan (1iiJ1¥J)."c2o) My perusal of all historcial records heretofore found 

available about Ch'i's public service covering the period of two years and two 

months between the 10th month of Chih-te (~1!~) and the first month of Ch 'ien

yilan (lfitx) has uncovered a total of nine accounts referring to the post of .:lim 
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Date 

8th month, 1st year 
of Chih-te @{~) or 
756 A.D. 

10th month, 756 A.D. 

2nd year of Chih-te 
or 757 A.D. 

1st year of Ch'ien
yilan ($-t::5t) or 758 
A.D. 

The Memoirs of the Toyo Bunko 

P'in Kuan 

'§'J~~5'~ 
im 
'§'J~!,lB't' 

Hsien 
Kuan Shih Authorities 

TCTC., eh. 218 
TPYK., eh. 483 
HTS., CTS. 

~!Jhl.Ji¥i~E:i@:J]t:it1i CTS., eh. 123 

~i::J=r1~flffi Mi¥i~Em!l'x1i HTS. 
_R (?) 

1~:f!EP.R M1¥.i¥f.Em!l'x1~, ffif~ HTS., eh. 149 
~~1i 

3rd month, 7 58 A.D. Jl'xr,iB't' iPJt: .:j=i?E, If 

7th month, 758 A.D. J=itri3ffi!B't' :/ftOJt: .:p?E, TFY., eh. 87, 88 

10th month, 758 A.D. 

~3(1i, be assumed. Since three of these nine accounts each refer to this par
ticular post twice in separate paragraphs, altogether 12 paragraphs are due for 
correlation with each other. And seven of them relate to what immediately 
followed his appointment as Salt and Iron Commissioner in the first year of 
Ch'ien-yuan. cw In all these seven paragraphs, Ti-wu Ch'i's jurisdiction as tu

chih shih is referred to as "Ho-nan teng wu tao (fPJ1¥J~]ii1{()" or "Five 
Provinces including Ho-nan." Hence, it is safe to presume that since his ap
pointment to the post of Salt and Iron Commissioner he was in control of Ho
nan and four other provinces-probably Ho-pei, Huai-nan, and Eastern as well 
as Western Chiang-nan-as Commissioner for Public Revenue and Expenditure. 
Only in the remaining two paragraphs<22 ' Chi'i's jurisdiction is referred to as 

"Five Provinces including Shan-nan" wherein the four other provinces than 

Shan-nan would probably be Eastern-Western Shan-nan, Eastern-Western Chiang
nan and Huai-nap. And both entries were. made in the first year of Chih-te. 

One is thus led to presume that after his appointment to the post of Commis-

(20) There are several other records giving the post as chih-tu shih (3t!l'1i), in the place of 
tu-chih shih (Jl'x1t), and another problem is derived, therefore, of which is the correct 
term for the Commissoioner for Public Revenue and Expenditure. But here, no effort 
will be made to differentiate the sources now available, leaving the institutional analysis 
of the Commissioner system. 

Chih-tu shih x!Jf1]!! had been officials belonged to each Jan-chen ~ii since the period 
of Emperor Hsilan-tsung :£:*· They were in charge of the revenue and expenditure of 
the Jan ~ or tao ;i@:. In case of the shortage of the revenue, they were obliged to 
report the matter to the tu-chih Jl'x of the Central Government and to demand the 
subvention from them. 

(21) See TSYK., Ch. 483, i~tttri3, !W,ff, ~1:f, ::t~, ~in;. Ibid., rl!~. HTS., Ch. 149, 
CTS., Ch. 129. Biography. 

(22) See TCTC., Ch. 219~ CTS., Ch. 123, Biography. 
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sioner for Public Revenue and Expenditure of Five Provinces including Shan
nan in the 10th month of Chih-te (¥.1~), Ti-wu Ch'i had his jurisdiction changed 
upon his inauguration as Commissioner for Salt and Iron toward the beginning 
of the first year of Ch'ien-yuan (liitx) or in 758 A.D. This change in · his 
jurisdiction from the "Five Provinces including Shan-nan" to the "Five Pro
vinces including Ho-nan," if it ever took place, must have been made before 
the second year of Chih-te at the latest. Let us now analyze the remaining 
three paragraphs based on this supposition. c23 ) According to these undated 
historical records, Ti-wu Ch'i was promoted _first from Chien-ch'a-yu-shih (~ 
~1fil~5t:) and concurrently Kou-tang Chiang-huai tsu-yung-shih (1;J'i%1D1H.aJiHi) 
to Ssu-yu yuan-wai-lang (B'.!J~~JHJB) and additionally Ho-nan-teng wu-tao 
tu-chih-shih (FHi(ey~]i~&:X{t). Then he was further advanced to Ssu-chin 
Lang-chung (B'.l¾fiGi:p) concurrently with the posts of Shih-yu-shih (14Ht~~) 
and Chu-tao Yen-t'ieh Chu-ch'ieri shih (WiHfil~illiffl~{t). One can still assume 
without contradicting these three identical authorities that in between these 
rungs of the promotion ladder Ch'i had climbed and before Ho-nan Province 
was included in his jurisdiction, there had been a short period when he was left 
in charge of Shan-nan Province. Furthermore, we have the following historical 
factors also to reckon with. 

In the T'ien-pao (Jcjf) era, before the outbreak of the uprising of An Lu
shan, the T'ang dynasty vvas mainly dependent financially upon the five provinces 
of Ho-pei (M;:ft), Ho-nan (:rf1r-A), Huai-nan (rlr-A) and Eastern as well as Western 
Chiang-nan (1IJ¥jJF[5).c24) After the uprising, however, Ho-pei was turned into 
the rebel forces' bastion and Ho-nan was infested with armed cliques formed by 
individual chieh-tu shih whose original mission was to crush the rebels but who 
later chose to promote their own interests rather than that of their Emperor 
by means of the military forces placed under their command. Thus, they were 
negligent in transmitting their tax collections to the central government, thus 
depriving it of all sources of income from these two provinces. Of the three 
remaining provinces still left in the hands of the government-Huai-nan (tlr-A) 
and two Chiang-nan, eastern and western, it could count as its revenue source 
only upon Chiang-Huai which was economically developed. The other two 
provinces, Western Shan-nan in particular, were economically in straitened 
circumstances. In terms of facts and figures, national tax revenue from across 
this 15-prefecture (chou) province did not even amount to what could be ex
pected from a few counties (hsien) in the Chiang-Huai district in taxes. c25 ) It 

(23) HTS., Ch. 149, Biography. TFYK, Ch. 483, ~:J3tH~, ~ff[. Ibid., Ch. 468, iF~'t~, i:Wt~,. 
(24) See, "*m~:E!)c)'f-O))=iC1tJ(trO)±Ll!,:!'.ii¼Et'S1;;/gJf", The Shirin J:H:, Vol. 42, No. 4, Kyoto 

Univ. 
(25) See TCTC, Ch. 230, the 3rd month of the 1st year of Hsing-yilan ~jc;. 
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was primarily for the purpose of helping the central government out of its 

financial plight by exploiting the financial resources of the Chiang-Huai region 

that Ti-wu Ch'i took upon himself the title of Chiang-huai tsu-yung Shih GI?ft 

Wni1i) in the first year of Chih-te (~:ft). 
Commodities placed under requisition in this district had to be transported 

all the way to Kuan-nei where the central government was seated, however. 

With An Lu-shan's rebel forces most triumphant over the loyalists then, not 

only Lo-yang (i1Hi), the key city of Ho-nan Province, but even Ch'ang-an (~~), 

the pivotal city of Kuan-nei Province, had been occupied by the former. Having, 

thus, been driven out of the heart of Kuan-nei Province, the T'ang Dynasty 

and its followers had been pocketed within the economically resourceless pro

vincial parts of the Kuan-nei district. Worst still, the Imperial forces' transport 

route leading to the logistically important Grand Canal had also been disrupted 

then. The only alternative transport route linking Chiang-Huai with Kuan-nei 

then was to be followed only by boating up the Yangtze River and ·along Han 

Valley as far as Yang-chou (1¥-1+!) in Western Shan-nan Province and from Yang

chou to Ch'i-chou (UJJ[Hl) in Kuan-nei Province by traversing the Ch'in-ling 

(~~Ji). Thus, the route wove through all the five provinces mentioned in one 

of Ch'i's two titles as tu-chih shih; one had to go up the Yangtze River from 

Huai-nan through both Eastern and Western Chiang-nan up to Eastern Shan

nan and then follow Han Valley between Eastern Shan-nan and Western Shan

nan. 

Conveyance of goods to any great distance incurred tremendous expenses 

and consumed prodigious labor in those days. Even where the transport route 

available was a well equipped and maintained great canal, transportation ex

penses were nearly as great in value as the goods in transit in case the former 

had to be met in copper cash and the latter took the form of cereals. czel The 

Han valley route, extending along two rivers and passing across a mountain 

range, was found inadquately equipped when its use as the T'ang Dynasty's 

official supply route was suddenly decided upon. Presumably, thus, the trans

portation cost and expenses for labor incurred had turned out to be all the 

more stupendous. Officials supervising the transit of goods over this new 

route were called upon not only to carry out such transit itself but also to 

procure cargo handling labor and to meet expenses involved in such transit as 

their major duties. It is, indeed, because of the importance of these particular 

duties that Ti-wu Ch'i was picked to serve as Commissioner for Public Revenue 

and Expenditure of the Five Provinces including Shan-nan in addition to his old 

duties as the official procurer covering the Chiang-Huai OIM) district for the 

dynasty. 
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As elucidated above, since the mission Ti-wu Ch'i took upon himself in the 
first year of Chih-te was to procure supplies in Chiang-Huai area and transport them 
to Kuan-nei through the five provinces including Shan-nan, and also since Ho
nan was not found among these five provinces along the transport route, his 
original tu-chih shih title must have been "Shan-nan teng wu-tao Tu-chih 
Shih (0-r~~limJ]tx{.R)" though it may have been later amended to "Ho-nan 
teng wu-tao Tu-chih Shih (M~1~1iili:J.:1itx1t)." Later, with the slaying of An 
Lu-shan at the hands of his own son Ch'ing-hsU. (ltfr-6-), his rebel forces lost 
much of their strength. Then, the following year, or by the 10th month of 
the second year of Chih~te, to be more specific, the T'ang Dynasty recovered 
the two key cities once seized by the rebels-Lo-yang and Ch'ang-an. Two months 
later, when Shih Ssu-ming ,(3-t!)/!!JJf:[), famous general of the rebel forces,. sur
rendered to the loyalists, the entire areas of Ho-pei Province except Hsiang-chou 
(*1§1'[')), which was the rebels' bastion, had been brought back into loyalist hands. 
This better turn which the situation took from the latter part of the second year of 
Chih-te up to the early part of the first year of Ch'ien-ylian pointed to a strong 
possibility that the T'ang Dynasty's influence would soon be restored to the 
same height as before the An Lu-shan uprising. This meant, in turn, that with 
the subsequent resumption of the Grand Canal transport route, it must have 
appeared imminent that the use of the make-shift supply route along Han Valley 
would be discontinued. Thus it seems that toward the end· of the second year 
of Chih-te, Ch'i's official title as "Tu-chih Shih" was changed so as to reflect his 
assumption of a new duty of making preparations for reopening the Grand Canal 
transport and the subsequent change of his jurisdiction from the "Five Provinces 
including Shan-nan" (LlJ~) over to "Five Provinces including Ho-nan (M~)." 
Furthermore, Ti-wu Ch'i assumed the additional post of Commissioner for 
Transport or Chuan-yiln Shih (l/fW:~11) the following year, or in the third month 
of the first year of Ch'ien-yLian (zy!z:jc) to be precise-another historical record 
which, coupled with other pertinent facts and records, supports the above 
presumption when reviewed in regular order. 

Actually, however, this projected reopening of the Grand Canal route did 
not materialize because Shih Ssu-ming (5!:R£IJlf:l), who had once capitulated to 
the loyalists, again rose in revolt shortly afterward. The rebels led by Shih 
had their hands full trying to secure Ho-pei Province in which they were 
entrenched and never proved powerful enough to attack the loyalists anywh~r.e 
outside that province. With tbe Grand Canal running through Ho-rian Province 
having long been left in a dilapidated state and its transport system disintegrated, 
its rehabilitation was no easy task. Worse still, individual chieh-tu shih (ffD]jt 
1Ie) assigned to Ho-nan Province, intent only on enlarging their own military 
strength and apt to claim more and more autonomy, were not very cooperative 
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with the central government in rehabilitating the Grand Canal. Thus, the dynasty's 

much desired reopening of the canal route never came about until efforts exerted 

by Liu Yen (Jlj~) to this end successfully culminated under the succeeding 

Emperor Tai-tsung (1i;*). All this while, therefore, the Han Valley route 

still had to be used as a vital supply route for the T'ang Dynasty seated in 

Kuan-nei Province. Despite this fact, "Five Provinces including Ho-nan," part 

of Ti-wu Ch'i's title as "Tu-chih Shih," was not changed back to the former" Five 

Provinces including Shan-nan." In what capacity, then, was the Han valley 

route administered by Ch'i? T'ang hui-yao, in its 61st chapter under the 

heading of Kuan-i (wtlMi), says that in the third month of the first year of Ch'ien

yuan (:$t5i::) Ti-wu Ch'i was appointed to the post of Chu Tao Kuan-i Shih (tfr 

IB'tlt,~1Je) whose jurisdiction comprised Huai-nan, E9-stern an,d Western Chiang

nan and Eastern and Western Shan-nan. It is, thus, readily confirmed that 

these five provinces placed under Ch'i's control as Kuan-i Shih were the same 

that used to be administered by him as Commissioner for Public Revenue and 

Expenditure of Five Provinces including Shan-nan. <27 ) This appointment, 

therefore, may be taken to mean that Ch'i was continuously kept in control of 

the Han Valley route as before. The titles and offices Ch'i concurrently held 

in the latter half of the first year of Ch'ien-yi.ian include: piJ~,f~NB~itfftri§l-:i=J=tzR, 

_.$1JJl'st, fJl1PJ1¥I~(1i.)ilt1zJl'1t (or Jl'stft),* JB1;J~l1.J~, mJm-, IU~, Thlif, ~~::k 

JfHl:Hf9, !ll~J!fgg · 1I1l1¥Jii,~¥~1Je. See p. 16. (20) 

Worthy of note is the fact that while carrying out his duties as Kuan-i 

Shih in the "Five Provinces including Shan-nan," on the one hand, Ch'i remained 

continuously in control of the "Five Provinces including Ho-nan" as Tu-chih 

Shih on the other, since his Chih-tu Shih title 1PJ1¥I~li.IBSZgt1Je remained 

unchanged all this while. Moreover, the task of reopening the Grand Canal 

route was being carried out by Ch'i as Commissioner for Transport (4q!J~1Je), a 

new post created for that specific mission which, as mentioned above, he himself 

assumed in the third month of Ch'ien-yi.ian (~Z:jc;). It seems, therefore, that 

his continued control over Ho-nan and four other provinces of which he was 

left in control as Tu-chih Shih must have acquired some specific importance in 

connection with affairs not directly connected with transport. 

In principle, transportation administration lay within the scope of activity 

of the Commissioner for Transport. The primary function of any Tu-chih Shih 

wa'.3 to maintain revenue-expenditure equilibrium within a pre-set framework 

and also to keep well balanced all the items of a variety of goods as well as 

cash that were the means of payment in terms of receipts and disbursements. 

To carry out this function Tu-chih Shih was called on to curtail expenditure 111 

(27) See CTS., Ch. 123, Biography, TFYK., Ch. 483, :H3it-Bi5, ~f§[. 
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general and raise cash funds and purvey necessary provisions in demand at the 
same time. Especially while the dynasty was at war, it became a major part 
of his duty to tap new financial resources so as to counteract the swelling 
expenditure. 

It seems, therefore, that the concµrrent assumption by Ch'i of the extra 
task of controlling long-distance transportation services in these five provinces 
was necessitated by the fact that enormous labor and monetary supplies were 
indispensable for him to carry out his original tu-chih shih duties satisfactorily. 

Apparently, this extra mission of Ch'i's in addition to his tu-chih shih 
duties was an emergency appointment and thus he was later formally ap
pointed to the post of Commissioner for Transport, an office exclusively in charge 
of transportation administration affairs, so as to rectify this war-time anomaly. 
Of what affairs, then, was Ch'i in charge as Commissioner for Public Revenue 
and Expenditure of Five Provinces including Ho-nari (tpJ/$j~Eilfill.tX:1i)? A 
number of military corps and chieh-tu shih (fnl.t1i) were stationed to contain 
the rebel forces entrenched in Ho-pei Province then. Negligent in transferring 
their tax collections to the central government out of the motive of gaining 
independence from the dynasty, they were at pains only to hoard up· as much 
of them as they could. Presumably, therefore, this special commission of Ch'i's, 
devoted to the duty of recovering for the central government the amassed wealth 
in the hands of chieh-tu shih, was allowed to continue in existence as one of 
his many independent commissions. In fact, however, this task of state tax 
collection from Ho-nan showed no satisfactery progress. And it was in a bid 
to make up for the slow progress of direct tax collection that a monopoly on 
salt, a form of indirect taxation, was inaugurated and enforced particularly in
tensively in Ho-nan Province. 

It is again clear from the foregoing that the salt monopoly was started in 
the first year of Ch'ien-yi.ian (~tx) or 758 A.D. and hot in the first year of 
Chih-te (:¥:1t) or 756 A.D. as recorded by Ssu-ma Kuang (P]J!tYt). Why, then,· 
did this usually careful and reliable historical chronicler commit this particular 
error? First, he apparently confused Emperor Su-tsung's receipt of Ch'i's briefing 
on the salt monopoly project in Kuan-chung and the former's immediate endor
sement there-on with the commencement of that project itself. The endorsement, 
as has rn far been clarified above; came in the 10th month of the first year of 
Chih-te (:¥:1!&0, This error was, thus, committed, apparently because Ssu-ma 
Kuang found in existence a misleading account about these two different events 
that actually took place at an interval. <2s) 

Secondly, the difference between the "Shan-nan Province" and the "Ho-nan 

(28) See CTS., Ch. 123, Biography. 
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Province" used in defining Ch'i's jurisdiction as Commissioner for Public Revenue 

and Expenditure seems to have played a part in Ssu-ma Kuang's misinterpretation. 

When Ti-wu Ch'i put into practice his salt monopoly system in the first 

year of Ch'ien-yilan (ltit5t), he concurrently held, among other "shih" posts, 

those of rIXftil.Jm-11, 1'1Iffi~.n.§E[,ltx11, !ii~ffi11, ffi~11, l/WJ~11 and 0JF-t"JW..liilll1i 

1@,11. And the salt monopoly was administered by Ch'i as yen-t'ieh shih (~[U!Jc 

11). Some historical records make no mention of this "shih" post of utmost 

importance and read as if Ch'i had started the salt monopoly as Commissioner 

for Public Revenue and Expenditure of Five Provinces including Ho-nan (:riJ1¥.i 
~ .liiilocsz: 11). <29

) 

Ts'e-fu yuan-kuei (fJlt)ttjcffl,), for instance, has in its 483rd chapter under 

the head of Pang-chi-pu, Pao-ch'ung (1f~gf{t~~ftl), the following to say: 

"Ti-wu Ch'i was invested as a "kuan" holder with the rank of fif ~ 
fJ~St:. and appointed to the "shih" post of Chiang-Huai Tsu-yung Shih (¥I 

ltHII.Jm-11) toward the end of T'ien-pao (::;R]l). Later, he was additionally 

named Ho-nan teng san tao Tu-chih Shih (1P:fffi~f~ill:NSZ:1~). (The number 

of tao, erroneously given as san tao (~m:), should be wu tao (.Ir.§E[).) By 

efficiently providing for the needs of the day, Ch'i distinguished himself in 

the T'ang officialdom and, as he gradually rose to eminence, finally was 

promoted to the rank of '§J~~~i:p®:fJE!JSt:.i:pffe. Then he founded a salt mo

nopoly system." 

A paragraph in his "Biography" in the 123rd chapter of Chiu T'ang-shu 

(!'i'R!f•) happens to be precisely identical with this account m Ts'e-fu 

yuan-kuei. A minor difference is that whereas the latter gives his tu-chih 

shih title as Ho-nan. teng WU tao Tu-chih-Shih (M~W.nrnNSZ:1Ie), the former 

chooses to read the word Ho-nan as Shan-nan (rlr~). The three-character 

phrase "11*ot&" is found closing the paragraph, as if to indicate that 

despite the upward revision of his rank to '§J ~]ff~ i:p ®::jiEJJ St: i=p ffe, his "shih" status 

remained unchanged. This, actually, was not the case. Probably, both chronicles 

based the above extracted accounts on one and the same historical record although 

the Ts'e-fu yuan-kuei chronicler must have chosen to record the province 

in question as "Ho-nan" (1P:fffi) instead of "Shan-nan" (Llr1¥f) on its own. Chiu 

T'ang-shu (fiR[f•) is admittedly correct in putting it on record that Ti-wu 

Ch'i had under his jurisdiction Shan-nan and four other provinces as Commis

sioner for Public Revenue and Expenditure since it specifically implies that his 

assumption of the Commissioner duties came after his appointment to the post 

of Commissioner for Tsu and Yung (l£1.Jii1i)-that is, while he was still JR&i:pff 
J~St:. as his "kuan" rank. The insertion of "11*1=1tj(" may appear highly misleading 

when this implication is not heeded properly since Ch'i had been concurrently 

(29) See TFYK., eh. 493, ;t~tttr~, LU~. 
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holding the "shih" posts of ~i¥\fj1t~Yt:¥Wfr1-q~ E.tittJf3t1f before his promotion m 
"kuan" rank to oJ¾f1~i=j::i~Htll~~l::iz&. 

And this misleading insertion would have never been made had the chro
nicler not omitted Ch'i's days as 11rf.J~~ which intervened between his )Jl,!Jt'.q=rf1rft:~ 
~ days and his period as 1.ff[J~** as he climbed up the T'ang official ladder 
and during which Ch'i assumed the "shih" duties of ¥Wfi$j~E.ifil&3t1f and fil~! 
ffi1t, Another insertion, couched in general, ambiguous terms such as "by 
efficiently providing for the needs of the day, Ch'i distinguished himself -," 
was made in the place of concrete details of his 11:rJ~~ days-the most important 
part of his public service record. Moreover, there is some probability that when 
this omission had already been committed the basic historical data were compiled 
into the first draft of these biographical accounts. In Ts'e-fu yuan-kuei, it 
seems that the compiler came to notice the discrepancies on this point among 
the data he found available and correctly reread Ho-nan for Shan-nan, although 
Chiu T'ang-shu had left it uncorrected and Ssu-ma Kuang never detected this 
confusion while examining the limited data he found available. 

All tsu-yung shih (l§.fflf11) and chih-tu shih (:tz&1t) appointed immediately 
after the outbreak of the Rebellion of An L u,-shan were called on to hold 
themselves responsible for the transport of goods and tax yields to Kuan-chung 
as important functionaries in charge of procurement of war munitions. In can 
be imagined that various forms of excessive tax extortion were employed by 
these officials. It must, then, be perhaps admitted that immediately after Ti-wu 
Ch•i proceeded to the Chiang-Huai region (1I1l) he may have tried to facilitate 
the government's interests by arbitrarily forestalling the rnlt market. However, 
this should not be interpreted as representing a full-fledged monopoly on rnlt 
as a state institution. Never until he was appointed as yen-t'ieh shih (~iffi:1t) 
toward the beginning of the first year of Ch'ien-yuan (.$t5i:), had Ti-wu Ch'i's 
salt monopoly system been enforced as the T'ang Dynasty's official institution. 

2. Ti-wu Ch'i's Salt Monopoly Administration 

T'ang hui-yao (Fjf~~), in its 87th chapter, <SO) describes Ti-wu Ch'i's rnlt 
monopoly administration as follows: 

"In the first year of Ch'ien-yuan (.1¥-tx) or 758 A.D., Ti-wu Ch'i was 
installed as Tu-chih Lang-chung (&3tt1~i=j::i) or Secretary for Public Revenue 
and Expenditure and then appointed to an additional post of Vice-President 
of the Censorate (i=j::iffe). Then when he became the Commissioner for Salt 
and Irnn (f{-i~ffl1t), Ch'i founded a system for salt monopoly. <31 ) All coastal 

(30) THY, eh. 87, fflfi1f. 
(31) THY has it that Ti-wu Ch'i founded a monopoly system not only on salt (ffl) but also 

on iron (j_x). However, the character (f,if<.) is missing from CTS, Biography of Ti-wu 
Ch'i and all the other pertinent accounts, 
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salt-making facilities as well as salt wells where brine was boiled down 

into salt were controlled by the monopoly authorities so that they could 

buy up all the salt produced there centrally. Such distribution agencies as 

Directorates (Ffilf.)* and Branches (~1G) were set up so that their functionaries 

could conduct an exclusive sale of salt. cs2) Of those who were established 

as salt-makers then, those who wished to continuously follow the occupation 

were placed under the control of the Commissioner for Salt and Iron (~fl!!ix 
1t) on condition that they be relieved of all labor services or tsa-yao (W/E 

1t-). Clandestine salt manufacture or salecss) was subjected to punitive 

actions of varied degrees of sevedty depending upon the seriousness of 

offenses committed. Salt-makers or t'ing-hu (¥ J=-i) were exempted from 

any duties other than contributing tsu (l§I.) and yung (Ji}" 

No substantial difference is noted between the above account and any other 

historical recordsc34 ) which make reference to the inauguration of Ch'i's salt 

monopoly administration. Moreover none other furnishes us any further details 

than T'ang hui-yao. Then, an analytical amplification of theE:e simple accounts 

alone will enable us to get a clearer picture of the famous salt monopoly 

system administered by Ti-wu Ch'i. As far as can be determined from T'ang 

hui-yao, the system may be interpreted in legislative terms as consisting of the 

following set of five rules. 

1) Salt-makers or T'ing-hu (¥ _p) shall be licensed and supervised by the Com

(or directive branches for Salt ij[~) missioner for Salt and Iron (~ii~1t). 
2) They shall be required to fulfill only the regular duties-tsu (;fJ1), yung (•) 

and tiao (~)~) but will be exem_pted from any additional labor services. 

3) The whole production of salt shall be subjected to the government's mono

poly, be it made on the sea coasts, in salt wells or salt lakes. Every ounce 

of salt shall be bought up by the government. 

4) Salt shall be sold by officials assigned to directorates (~)* and branches (~) 

created as its distribution agencies. 

5) Clandestine manufacture and sales of salt shall be strictly prohibited and 

penalized. 

Of the five rules listed above, the first two, directly defining the status of salt

makers, obliged them to deliver their regular tsu-yung-tiao (;f.§.}i~)~) taxes to 

the offices of chou (HI) and hsien (JW?,) designated as the official collectors of these 

taxes. Thus, their names were listed on the tax-payers' rosters by these offices. 

(32) "3'zJtf%ffJe:1±lJ~" See CTS, eh. 123, Biography. * TFYK, eh. 493 "~!l'§'ufffl~%" 
(33) Whereas THY has (;J:LM) for clandestine sales, the corresponding CTS expression is 

(;J:Lrp). 
(34) CTS, eh. 123, Biography of Ti-wu Ch'i; ibid, eh. 49, Food and Money; HTS, eh. 54, 

Food and Money; TFYK1 eh, 493 1 Finan<:e, 
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By way of compensation, however, they were exempted from offering any labor 

services. On the other hand, however, salt-makers were licensed by the Com

missioner for Salt and served under his supervision. It can be inferred from 

all this that, placed under the dual control of chou or hsien authorities in 

charge of local administration on the one hand, and the Salt Commissioner 

acting as the central government's monopoly administrator, on the other, they 

found themselves bound by intricate official restraints. This same intricate 

administrative control setup was a long-lived one, inherited from one reign 

to another, and continued in existence throughout the days of T'ang and 

Sung. 

As for the fifth rule or government controls over clandestine salt manufac

ture and sales, such controls were simply a matter-of-fact prerequisite for any 

government monopolists. In this sense, the second and third rules . were pro

visions of vital importance in that both formed the core of the salt monopoly 

system. Under these rules both the purchase from the salt producers and sales 

to the consumers were· conducted by government officials. Chien (~) and 

yilan (~) were established so as to have officials assigned to these supervisory 

organs carry out the monopolistic distribution services by employing what is now 

known as "Government Sale Method (s'-:i!)." As historical records have it, 

since Ti-wu Ch'i ensured for himself the post of supreme salt monopoly 

administrator whose jurisdiction was nation-wide in scope and enforced the mono

poly with respect to all salt resources then found exploitable, were they in the 

form of salt wells, coastal salt fields or salt lakes, it should be taken for granted 

that all the salt producing areas in the entire land were subjected to monopoly. 

Actually, however, since he concurrently held the two "shih" posts of Chiang

liuai Tsu-yung Shih (1.1.$;f_ElJi1l) and Ho-nan-teng Wu-tao Tu-chih Skih (~i¥.i 

~J.im£3t1f), Ch'i presumably concentrated his efforts at a thorough imple

mentation of his salt monopoly system physically on these five tao (31£) situated 

in the southeast. This presumption also finds ground in the fact that Ch'i was 

in office as Salt Commissioner only for a duration of two years and that any 

efforts he had exerted for quick results during this short period must have been 

directed to the southeast which had great resources in salt. Outside this region, 

importance must also have been attached to An-i (~ES) where salt was produced 

in a huge quantity, and to the salt lakes scattered in the vicinity of the capital. 

3. Proceeds from Salt Monopoly and their Appropriation 

Hsin T'ang-shu (5ffffn!\fir-) gives the following account in its 54th chapter: 

"The current salt price remained long unchanged at a rate of 10 ch'ien 

per tau (~-) between the T'ien-pao (3(:lt) period and the Chih-te (~1.l) 
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period. In the first year of Ch'ien-yuan (1¥-tx) or 758 A.D., Ti-wu Ch'i, 
then Commissioner for Salt, Iron and Coinage (ri~{ffl;ri~1t), revised the salt 
administration-. When he had been installed as General Commissioner for 
Salt Cit1+lfln'.ti1t) and thus ensured for himself the authority to administer the 
salt monopoly on a nation-wide scale, Ch'i decreed that a per-tou excise tax 
of 100 ch'ien (~) be added to the current price, thus bringing up the sale 
price to llO ch'ien per tau." 

According to the aforegoing account, Ti-wu Ch'i set the government's official 
salt delivery price at a rate of 10 ch'ien (~) or wen ()t) per tau (i-1-), the price 
level then prevalent, and the government's monopolistic consumer price at llO 
()t) wen by per-tou adding a high 100-ch'ien excise tax which was as much as 
10 times the original cost. How much, then, did the proceeds from this imposi
tion of an unreasonably heavy monopoly tax aggregate annually? Some valuable 
historical records are still preserved from which we can give answer to this 
question, although only in the form of a rough estimate. 

The post of Salt Commissioner, which was first assumed by Ti-wu Ch'i, 
was then transferred to Liu Yen (J!J~) and Yuan Tsai (jc~). Later Liu Yen 
again took it over and then gave it back to Ch'i. Then, in the first month of 
the first year of Yung-ta'i (5]<.~) or 765 A.D., the territorial jurisdiction of the 
Commission for Salt was split. into two halves so as to hold two diffe1~ent 
officials in control of their respective areas-east and west-as Salt Commissioners. 
The eastern half of the Chinese continent, including Ho-nan (1frT1¥f), Chiang-nan 
GI1¥f) and Huai-nan (1f-1¥f) provinces, thus, was given to Liu Yen and the 
western half, comprising Ho-tung (1frTJfi). Kuan-nei (~mr1) and Chien-nan (~U1¥f) 
provinces went to Ti-wu Ch'i. This split came about as a result of a drastic 
reform Liu Yen suggested to enforce in the monopoly procedure and, in fact, 
he later claimed notable administrative accomplishments thanks to his own 
control formula known as "merchant sale method" as against Ch'i's "official 
sale method." According to some historical records<35) refering to these accom
plishments, "the annual proceeds in the days when he was installed as Commissioner 
for Salt" were estimated at about 400,000 kuan (11) or min (~). This figure, 
it seems, represents the annual total proceeds from the salt monopoly for the 
second year of Kuang-te (JJHt) or 764 A.D.-the seventh or the last year of the 
monopoly system inailgurated by Ti-wu Ch'i based on his so-called "official 
sale method." He was then serving as Salt Commissioner for the second time 
having been temporarily disgraced after first appointment to that post. Then in 
the following, first year of Yung-t'ai (5]<~) or 765 A.D., with the adoption of 
Yen's "merchant sale method," Ch'i had to split his authority as Salt Commissioner 

(35) HTS, eh. 54, 'Aftf'$, ffl; TCTC, eh. 226, 7th month of the 1st year of Chien-ehung 
~.:p. 
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with him, thus bringing about Yen's third tenure of to the post. The figure in 

question, then, may be taken for the maximum annual accrual of salt monopoly 

proceeds ever registered under Ch'i's "official sale method." Allowance must 

be made for the fact that the figure above, as Tz11-chih t'ung-chien (1i-1EI®.~~) 
specifies, did not cover the entire land and that it was only the sum of proceeds 

that accrued in the Chiang-Huai (yiii) district. which was referred to after the 

split of the Salt Commission jurisdiction as "the eastern half." 

Why, then, does Tzu-chih t'ung-chien give the total sum of salt monopoly 

proceeds only and specifically for the "eastern half" which comprised Ho-nan 

(M!¥I) Huai-nan Ulm) and Chiang-nan GI!¥I) provinces? The reason is that by 

doing so the chronicler tried to present a comparative picture of the salt mono

poly system prior to and after the adoption of Liu Yen's new control formula. 

For, this figure may serve as the basis on which to determine the extent of 

great successes claimed by Liu Yen after his appointment as Salt Commissioner in 

control of the eastern half since the first year of Yung-t'ai (5.1<.3J:) or 765 A.D. 
There are no records now in existence to show the accrual of salt monopoly 

proceeds for the western half including Ho-tung (MF-if), Kuan-nei cri~f'kJ), Chien

nan (:@!Uf-if) and Shan-nan (w!¥I), It is impossible, therefo1 e, for us to determine 

the total volume of such proceeds for the whole of the T'ang dominion. In 

view of the population concentration and the economic resourcefulness of the 

eastern half, however, the accrual in the western half must, doubtless, have 

been much smaller than that for the other half. In an admittedly very rough 

estimation, one may perhaps not far wrongly place the total nationwide accrual 

at or around 600,000 kuan or midway between the maximum of 800,000 and 

the minimum of 400,000. 

Several historical records credit Liu Yen with having boosted the annual 

accrual of monopoly proceeds in the eastern sector by half to about 600,000 

kuan during his first year as that sector's Salt Commissioner. cseJ Incidentally, 

the same records estimate the government's total annual revenue that year. at 

about 4 million kuan. c37 J This figure, if and when used as a scale on which to 

determine the share of salt monopoly proceeds in the T'ang government's annual 

total revenue before the Yung-t'ai reform, must be discounted since it had 

doubtless been in no position to receive that much until Liu Yen's appointment 

as Salt Commissioner: Let us, nevertheless, use this scale on the assumption 

that even under Ti-wu Ch'i's official sale method the T'ang government had 

(36) See CTS, eh. 49, ~'.&?~, iF~~~; TCTC, eh. 225, 5th month of the 14th year or Ta-li A 
M; HTS, eh. 149; CTS, eh. 123, Biography; TFYK, eh. 493, irsttff~, LU~, 8th year 
of Ta-li. 

(37) The figure is found in an entry for the seventh month of the first year of Chien-chung 
~9=1 in the 226th chapter of TCTC which describes his death. 
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been able to receive this much revenue. Then it follows that the total annual 
accrual of salt monopoly proceeds in the eastern half of 400,000 kuan accounted 
for 10 per cent and the estimated nationwide accrual of 600,000 kuan for 15 
per cent, respectively, of the T'ang government's total annual revenue given by 
these records as amounting to 4 million kuan. The ratio of the total annual of 
salt monopoly proceeds to the revenue, if it was below 4 million kuan, would 
be more raised. 

Let us next consider the purposes for which all this salt monopoly income 
was used by the T'ang government. Chiu T'ang-shu in its 123rd chapter under 
the caption "Biography" and also in its 49th chapter under the heading "Goods 
and Money" says in effect that the income in question enabled the government 
to enrich its coffers without raising effecting any upward revision of the taxation 
rate of various other levies. c3s) This account may be taken to mean that all 
the salt monopoly income was put into the coffers of the central government 
for incorporation in the general state expenditure account. This fiscal treatment 
of salt monopoly proceeds as part of the central government's revenue, which 
persisted from the latter T'ang days through the period of Five Dynasties (Ji 1i:) 
all the way down to the late Sung (*) days, was started when, Ti-wu Ch'i 
founded the salt monopoly system. Doubtless, this source of revenue was of 
the utmost important all this while to the T'ang government since it accounted 
for as much as 15 per cent or more of the total sum of its revenue. 
Admittedly, however, such a small income could have hardly resolved over
night chronic financial difficulties such as those that gripped the T'ang dynasty 
during and immediately after the Rebellion of An-Shih (3(3:ZIL). It would, 
thus, seem an exaggerated statement for Chiu T'ang-shu to say that such income 
had "enabled the government to enrich its coffers." These words should be 
paraphrased as meaning that the proceeds from the salt monopoly proved highly 
important to the T'ang dynasty as its revenue source. 

It is a matter of sheer necessity that the salt monopoly administration was 
coupled closely with transport services although the farmer's proceeds were not 
systematically channeled to meet the labor expenses involved in the latter until 
after Liu Yen's new "merchant sale method" was adopted. Since then, the 
linkup between salt monopoly and transport services grew increasingly tight-a 
trend which became particularly noticeable later in the days of the Sung 
Dynasty. While Ti-wu Ch'i admin,istered the Salt Commission, no overt effort 
at collaboration of these two administrative branches was yet clearly visible. 
Nevertheless, as suggested by the circumstances in which the Salt Commission 
was created, some initial moves toward the eventual linkup of these two govern
mental projects-salt monopolization and transport-had been visible even while 
(38) "A~irrl:f:ttmL.1::ffl (ilffl) J.)J~ ". 
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Ch'i was still in control of the entire land as Salt Commissioner. 

III. Liu Yen's Salt Monopoly Administration 

The salt monopoly system founded by Ti-wu Ch'i was drastically reformed 

by Liu Yen (iU ~), resulting in a spectacular increase in its proceeds which 

continued dynasty after dynasty for many centuries that followed. That is to say, 

the expansive trend was sustained throughout the period of Five Dynasties 

until the late days of Northen Sung. As for the basic formula of control 

adopted all this long while, no marked departure was noted from either Ch'i's 

or Yen's, although the latter is considered as having found much wider ap

plication than the former. Here seems to lie some positive ground for the 

long-sustained common belief that Yen's "merchant sale method" as against 

Ch'i's "government sale method" is of greater historical importance. 

I. Liu Yen's Appointment as Yen-t'ieh Shih (~tJHt) and Commence

. ment of his Efforts at Renovation of Monopoly System 

Very few of the principal historical records fail to mention, the reform of 

the salt monopoly system enforced by Liu Yen as "an important historical 

fact." Strangely enough, however, despite its utmost importance the question of 

exactly when the reform came is left unanswered by all such records. None of 

them goes any further than to simply state that "after Yen took over Ch'i's 

duties, the T'ang government's salt monopoly was better systematized."c39 ) 

Although all these records thus leave us in the dark as to specifically when 

Yen's reform came, we are first given to understand that the portion that reads 

"After Yen took over Ch'i's duties-/' may be rephrased to read "After Yen 

assumed the post of Commission for Salt and Iron (~r~{f)." In this connection, 

then, we must check how Ti-wu Ch'i and other commissioners including Yen 

assumed and left that " Shih" post. 

Ti-wu Ch'i was deprived of this "Shih" post along with all the other such 

posts he then concurrently held ir:1 the 12th month of the second year of Ch'ien

yuan (.tlit:5t) or 759 A.D. The deprivation was a punitive action instituted 

against him · in the wake of his coinage of Ch'ien-yuan chung-pao Ch'ien (.tlit:5t 

~Ji:~) in the earlier part of that year which had sent commodity prices 

skyhigh because of its low currency value. Excessively depreciated, the coin 

had only a fractional value of its official denomination and as a result Ch'i was 

charged with having issued bad coins and thus plunged the T'ang economy 

into confusion. Then in the fifth month of the following, first year of Shang-

(39) See CTS, eh. 123 and HTS, eh. 149, Biography. 
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yilan (J:.5t) or 760 A.D., Liu Yen took over the Salt Commission duties as 
Ch'i's successorc42

J but as his name was linked with a scandal, he, too, was 
ousted from the office and demoted to the rank of the Prefect of T'ung-chou 
(@HIWIJ5'::) in the 11th month of the second year. Whereupon, Yuan Tsai (5t~) 
took over the post from Yen c43

J and until the latter's comeback in the sixth 
month of the following, first year of Pao-ying (lt(i) or 762 A.D., c44 J stayed in 
office as Commissioner for Transport and concurrently as head of the Salt and 
Iron Commission in the Chiang-Huai regions GI?ffi:ilQfJ~J:~l(~Ui1f). Then following 
his implication in another scandal, Yen was again disgraced in the 11 th 
month of the following, 1st year of Kuang-te (Bi1T~) and thus Ti-wu Ch'i 
resumed the post for the second time in the first month of the following year-
764 A.D. or the second of Kuang-te. c45

J Then came the division of the whole 
jurisdiction of the T'ang government's financial administration into the eastern 
and western sectors in the first month of the following, first year of Yung-t'ai 
(7]<_~). Included in the eastern sector were Lo-yang (:ft~i), Ho-nan (M1¥1), 
Huai-nan (/ffi1¥1), Eastern and Western Chiang-nan 0I1¥f*lz3) and Eastern Shan
nan (1.lrfff*). Later Ling-nan (~fff) was added to these six provinces. The 
western sector, on the other hand, comprised six other provinces including 
Ching-chi (;JC{ti), Kuan-nei (w!JN), Ho-tung (M*), Eastern and Western Chien
nan (~IJ1¥:f*g§') and Western Shan-nan (0-Jf¥f1§). Each sector had its own 
Commission for Salt and Iron; the eastern sector had Liu Yen c4eJ and the 
western sector Ti-wu Ch'i installed as the first commissioner. Although 
the latter was disgraced in the fifth year of Ta-Ii (7\.Rf.) or 770 A.D. 
and replaced by Han Huang (l~l1:lt), Liu Yen remained in office until the 
14th year when upon the death of Emperor Tai-tsung (1i:*), Emperor Te-tsung 
(1l*) was enthroned and the eastern and the western sectors were again 
unified into one single administrative area. And in the wake of this reunifica
tion, Liu Yen found himself in control of the whole land as General Commis
sioner for Salt and Iron. cm 

In more general terms, the duties of Commissioner for Salt were performed 
by a single commissioner for a period of se·ven years between 758 and 764 A.D. 
and shared by two officials for the subsequent 15 years- 765-779. Although 
Liu Yen was appointed to the post twice during the former period, his position 

(40) TCTC, eh. 221, 8th month of the 2nd year of Ch'ien-yilan (i;i'l5c.). 
(41) Ibid., eh. 221, 12th month. 
(42) Ibid. 
(43) Ibid., eh. 
(44) Ibid. and TFYK eh. 510, eh. 510, .n,H-ill, xJ;J;. 
(4-5) CTS, eh. 11, ft*fc, 
(46) See THY, eh. 88, ffl:fi{}Q; TFYK, eh. 483, f[~~j-t5~, t;!JY, 
(47) TCTC, eh. 225. 
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was far from secure, as suggested by the fact that he was unable to stay m 

office for more than a year and a half either time. During the latter 15-year

long period, however, he retained the post without any interruption. When 

Yen was first appointed to the Salt Commission post, it was as the successor to 

Ti-wu Ch'i, the founder and thus the first commissioner of the T'ang salt mo

nopoly administration; Yen's second term was served as the fourth commissioner 

or as the successor to Yuan Tsai (:5t:r,ji-;lt) who was the third commissioner. Then, 

after being relieved by Ti-wu Ch'i who came back to serve as the fifth com

missioner, Yen returned to take over from Ch'i the eastern half of his formerly 

nation-wide jurisdiction. All told, then, Ch'i was succeeded by Yen as Salt 

Commissioner twice. One can hardly think in this connection that Yen's drastic 

administrative reform in the salt monopoly setup could have taken place follow

ing his first take-over since his service was cut short only a year and a half 

later. A considerable length of time must have been required by Yen before 

the consummation of his highly successful reform. Doubtless, therefore, Yen's 

reform came after his second take-over or while he was in control of the eastern 

sector for a duration of 15 years. Regionally, his reform was limited to his 

own jurisdiction or to Tu-chi (fBfi), Ho-nan (1rrli¥J), Huai-nan Ulm), Eastern 

and Western Chiang-nan 0Ii=4'Ulfi2:s) and Eastern Shan-nan (0.Jm*) and Ling

nan (t)m). Tzu-chih t'ung-chien (,:-~15iifi~jif), in its 226th chapter, puts on 

record Liu Yen's death at the hands of official executioners in the seventh month 

of the first year of Chien-chung (*1! r:j=t ), 780, and gives a detailed account of meritorious 

accomplishments claimed for him while he was alive. It is also clear from this 

record that his thorough-going reform aimed at buttressing the T'ang govern

ment's financial status based upon an improved salt monopoly system was ac

complished while he was in control of the eastern sector. The chronicle also 

clearly states that as salt monopoly administrator he was in control of sea salt 

produced along the coasts in the eastern sector, east of Pien ('(i:::-), Hua 0,[), 

T'ang (ff!if) and Ts'ai (~} The outcome of Yen's reform was of particular 

significance in that the T'ang Dynasty found in these eastern sector provinces 

its major sources of revenue. Yen's nationwide salt monopoly administration 

beginning with the unification of the eastern and the western sectors in the leap 

fifth month of the 14th year of Ta-li (*M) or 779 A.D. was short-lived. He was 

disgraced the following, first year of Chien-chung (~1:p) or 780 A.D. No par

ticulars will be given here as to what followed the death of Liu Yen. 

2. Liu Yen's Monopoly System and Chien (m:), Ch'ang (±J,), and 

Hsiin-yiian (~!%) 

Liu Yen's reform of the salt monopoly system was highlighted by the re

placement of the Ti-wu Ch'i instituted "government sale method" ('§'JU:t) with 
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his own "merchant sale method" Gimlffiit). According to the new method, 
although the Government continued to buy up every ounce of salt produced by 
t'ing-hu (~ p) or salt-makers as under the old "government sale formula," its 
sale was left in the hands of salt dealers who purchased it from the govern
ment for retailing purposes. Concerned only with the wholesale of salt, officials 
had no control over the retailing activities on the part of dealers. Tzit-chih 
t'ung-chien (~Yi5ili!&I:) entries for the seventh month of the first year of Chien
chung (~i::p) or 780 A.D. relating Liu Yen's execution and his accomplishments 
seem to be an extract from the recollections by one of his subordinates who 
stood high in his favor. c4s) The following paragraphs are contained in this 
account. 

"Liu Yen thought that the greater the number of officials in control 
of the monopoly administration, the heavier would be the burden on the 
part of the masses who had to deal with them." So, he saw to it that 
such officials be stationed only in salt producing regions with the authority 
to purchase the monopoly product from salt-makers and that the officially 
procured salt be sold in turn to salt dealers for retailing. "By doing so, 
he thought, these retailers would be able to sell freely wherever they 
wanted to. He thus decided that no salt officials should be posted in any 
chou (HI) or hsien (Jij) where no salt was produecd." 

From this account it is clear that the new method Liu Yen employed can be 
defined as so-called "merchant sale method" as against the conventional "govern
ment sale method" and that he had done away with all the salt monopoly 
offices previously located in all chou and hsien where no salt was produced. 

In implementing this new method, Yen at the same time reorganized 
chien-yilan (~~1e)-the institutions originally established by Ti-wu Ch'i in the 
salt producing areas and reinaugurated them as "chien" (~) and "ch'ang" 
(~). Hsin T'ang-shu lists the names of the following 14 such institutions
four "ch'ang" and 10 "chien "-in its 54th chapter under the caption 
"Food and Money." My study of the locations of these institutions, 
although still insufficiently extensive,C49 ) has established that they were set up 
along the seaboard stretching up from Ho-nan in the north down to Fu-chien 
(ifriUI) in the south across Huai-nan and Liang-che (i~~1Jfr) areas. In addition, 
another such institution was founded to control the salt wells found in Eastern 

(48) A similar eulogistic account, which appears to have been written by one of his subor
dinates and later incorporated as an excerpt by the chronicler, finds its place in the 149th 
chapter, ''Biography'' of HTS. 

(49) The locations given here are described in HTS' Ti-li-chih (±[jJ,J]t1t) and are not yet fully 
checked in various other historical records. Those left unidentified here will be dealt 
with in a later edition. 
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---
Name of Ch'ang (:t~) Chou (HI) Province or Tao (:li) and Chien (~) 

wl! 71<. :tJ].; iPJ.J 1-1,1 ?nJ PR ili 
j'ij 1-1,1 ±lb rij 1'1'1 y.I PR JltI ili Liang-che C~fi11fr) area 

~ 1-M ±J j@! 1'1'1 II 

*1c HI :L~ t,t HI II 

ffl M i·~ ~ 
JE 1-1,1 1ft ffi ill 

w ~?Z !ff_: 
.fill. tEJ 1-1,1 II 

Jir ~~ gv.:: 
..DJJ. ii HI rI ilJ Jll ill Liang-che (ffiAJ1·) area 

~rr ¥ ~: *Jt 1'1'1 II 

g~t :zp, m~ 
Jl11. II II 

JS~ ~ !~: m 1-M II 

5]<. l1 g;,-
.ITIL wl 1'1·1 II 

1~ 13 ~ ffl 1'1'1 y.I ffi J'l ili Fu-chien (WI~) area 

* 
El [ace I! 1'1'1 11.J ffi * ili E3 Jill. 

'a' t~ ~ ? ? EEi 

Shan-nan (ilJ 1¥fJR) Province. It is not yet clear whether these organs shifted their 

locations and increased or decreased in number from time to time, and what 

specific year the number and locations of chien and ch'ang given in Hsin T·ang

shu (ffrm•) refer to or whether the list in question is a comprehensive one, 

covering all the salt producing areas of those days. No further details will 

be given here on these questions though this passage in Hsin T'ang-shu may 

off er a clue to the explication of the monopoly system in the days of Liu Yen. c5o) 

As for the chien and ch'ang established by Liu Yen, Hsin T'ang-shu (iJr 
ng:-.), in its 54th chapter under the caption "Salt," contains the following 

account. 

"(Liu) Yen also observed that salt produced in a rainy season would 

lose the rich brine, while that produced in a drought would suffer from 

(50) Wen-yilan )'ing-hua )'.(?}~~~' eh. 808, contains Chia-hsing-chien-chi ~!:J,11/.iii'.tc. by Ku 
K'uang Dr.£, a composition dated in its postscript New Year's day, Chen-yilan ,&jf; 17th 
(801), about twenty years later than the downfall of Liu Yen. Ku reports that there 
were 10 chien ilKf in operation on the Huai-nan 1[1i¥]" seaboard. Since the output of salt 
is restricted by geographical conditions locations of these chien established within this 
region were presumably more fixed than movable. He goes on to say that while in 
office as the dynasty's preminer, Liu Yen devised ways to increase chien' s proceeds and 
that in 10 years' time the proceeds of six chien witnessed a particularly significant rise. 
My inference is that before Liu Yen assumed the premiership all these 10 chien had 

already been in operation and that they had been established even durmg Ti-wu Ch'i's 
days. According to the same account, the total combined proceeds of these chien had 
risen three-fold from 1 million kuan to 3 million and Chia-hsing Chien which emerged 

as the top gainer of the 10 was exempted from general tax collection duties. This 
corroborates Hsin T' ang-shu' s account that Liu Yen was credited with having increased 
the total proceeds from his salt monopoly administration from 600,000 kuan to 1 million 
kuan and that as a result more than 100 chou were made tax exempt. 
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dust. So, he constantly issued orders and sent agents assisting and informing 
the people with double effort as in promoti:o.g agriculture. In Wu (~), 
Yueh (~), Yang (}i), and Ch'u (~), salt stores increased to several thousands, 
keeping more than 20,00 shih (;;fi). From the four ch'ang in Lien-shui 
(~7j(), etc. and the 10 chien (~) in Chia-hsing (~~~), etc., revenue from 
salt amm1nted annually to more than a million min (ffl) of coins, taking 
the place of taxes of a hundred and more clwu (f!'l)." 

According to this account, ch'ang and chien officers were called upon to function 
as official technical guides and salt warehouse custodians as well as to perform 
such kinds of field work as official purchase and wholesale of salt. Besides, 
they were also required to exercise control over all salt makers and guard 
against possible blackmarketeering practices. 

The paragraph in the above account which reads "From the four ch'ang 
and the 10 chien, revenue from salt amounted annually to more than a million 
min (ffl) of coins, taking the place of taxes of a hundred and more chou (f[,l)," 
demands particularly close examination. For it must be regarded as one of 
the most important historical records which shed light to the accomplishments 
claimed for Yen as salt monopoly administrator. Two questions must be raised 
as to the authenticity of the figure given there as an annual total of salt mo
nopoly returns for all the, 14 ch'ang and chien under Yen's supervision. 

First, is the "more than a million min" not too modest an estimate as 
the salt monopoly's gross annual returns? The "more than a million min" 
given in the account appears all too modest first because, as will be dicussed 
later, we have some good reasons to believe that in the early years of Yen's 
salt monopoly system its gross annual returns did not amount to more than 
slightly over 600,000 min but that in the latter years they were boosted to as 
much as over 6 million min. Is this sum of " more than a million min " 
allegedly derived from the "four ch'ang and the 10 chien" still to be construed 
as representing the salt monopoly proceeds from the whole of the T'ang 
territory? In what historical light should this sum be compared with the 
"over 6 million min" elsewhere given as the dynasty's total proceeds from 
salt monopoly? 

The next question arises from the fact that a total of about 150 chou (HI) 
were known to be delivering state taxes to the central government and that 
the dynasty's tax proceeds derived from all these chou or prefectures are now 
estimated to have aggregated 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 min annually. This means 
that an average estimated sum of 30,000 min to 40,000 min was being delivered 
by each prefecture in state taxes. Hence, the "more than 1 million min" in 
question appears again too small a sum to "take the place of taxes of a hundred 
and more chou," as alleged in this account. For, this sum should not be able 
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to take the place of more than slightly over 30 chou' s taxes at most. As to 
why such a glaring contradiction exists in this account, it is not totally impossible 
for us to answer the question on several assumptions. In this connection we 
must consider the question of when the 14 ch'ang and chien were in operation. 

The switch over from the government sale method to the merchant sale 
method gave rise to fears that salt dealers might fail adequately to supply 
hinterlanders residing in the mountainous regions far away from the salt pro
ducing areas or might arbitrarily raise their retail prices on the pretext that 
their salt delivery services were difficult and costly. Since this was rated very 
probable, Liu Yen took steps to store salt in the government's warehouses located 
in these remote regions so that whenever the current salt price showed any 
marked rises salt might be released on an emergency basis at moderate prices. 
Through the release of such salt called " ch'ang--p'ing yen" (~'it Zp~)-price
controlled salt-, the government was able to solve the salt shortage in remote 
provinces and at the same time gained more profits from such emergency sales. c5

1J 

The ch'ang-p'ing-yen system could not be administered without an administ
rative network for the transportation, storage and sale of price-controlled salt or 
without certain rules and regulations to control that network. Thus far, however, 
no records have been discovered as to how Liu Yen organized such a network 
and under what rules and regulations he had controlled it. 

As to how this same system was managed later, that is after the enforcement 
of liang-shui-fa, a salt storage was maintained at the capital of each chou and 
the salt in storage had a certain fixed price for release. Then salt was sold at 
that fixed price whenever the market price rose above it due to salt undersupply 
in any chou. In that· case, chih-yuan-kuan (~□~'§) and chou hsien authorities were 
held jointly responsible for the sales of salt as well as for the delivery of proceeds 
from that sale to "yilan" (~). "Yuan" authorities, in turn, converted the 
proceeds thus collected into ch'ing-huo (I/lfil!f), or such things of value as silver 
and silk, and forwarded them to the central government. <5zl 

Referred to here as "yilan" is "hsun-yilan" (%Sf~) which, as will be explained 
later, was under the control of chih-yilan-kuan (~□~'§). Chih-yilan-kuan took part 

(50) See TCTC., 226, 7th month of the 1st year of Chien-chung 0,ir:p). 
(52) TFYK., eh. 493, nH-fff5, Lll~, 5th month of the 1st year of Yuan-ho (5t5¥1J): "fliitHt 

~ITPJ,;¥i1'i'IRtmR0.r!il.,1HI!f~iit 4~.::: ff.::: +::z, 1%,HYl:!Hi, J:.J.~~A, 01LTAAa ~t!i!ir, 
mm~~ffifflm~-+=oo,~~~~~ffl•~-A~~,m••,~~w••~~•-

It was hsiin-yiian Olli~) that remained the most important salt monopoly organ 
throughout the rule of the T'ang although Liu Yen founded it together with chien (!lit:) 
and ch'ang (±i), Moreover, hsiln-yilan, not only concerned in the salt monopoly system 
but also engaged in various other financial activities, played an exceedingly important 
role in the dynasty's conduct of political and financial affairs in the post-An-Shih 
Rebellion days. (See Appendix I). To be dealt with here, however, is hsiln-yilan 
concerned only in the salt monopoly administration by Liu Yen. 
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Name of Province or 
Note Hslin-yiian (~~) Tao (~) 
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70,] m II II 
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E3 1::V II ? 

Iii Ii II II 

t~ HI II Xt i¥1 ~ 
11Jf g§ II tI i¥J ~ 
#Jt ffi II {ij ffi m: 

in the sale of ch'ang-P'ing-yen in individual chou and hsien apparently not only 
by way of "administrative cooperation" but also to perform the role of "super
vising chou and hsien officials" specifically assigned to him. Furthermore~ records 
have it that hsun-yilan was playing a major part in the conveyance of fresh salt 
supplies and the replenishment with them of the salt storage in any chou or 
or hsien whenever any release of ch'ang-p'ing-yen caused its depletion. Further 
details will be given later in reference to hsiln-yiian' s functions as an official 
transportation agency. 

According to Hsin T'ang-shu, eh. 54, "Salt," a total of 13 hsun-yilan were 
established in areas north of the Huai River OtfjriJ). According to the table 
below, however, while eight of them are known to have been laid out in Ho-nan 
Province (1rili¥%IB) or north of the Huai River, three more each were established 
in Huai-nan (lti¥J) and Liang-che OifYY:t;lf), both in Chiang-nan (1Ii¥%), respectively, 
and another in Ling-nan Province (tlr-[eym). Admittedly, Ho-nan Province (1PJ 
i¥JIB) which was north of the Huai River (1t1ril) had most of the then established 
13 hsun-yuan. But yet it must be said that Hsin T'ang-shu's description of their 
location is worded too generally since, though no more than a few, there were 
elsewhere some other hsun-yilan in operation. For instance Huai-nan and Chiang
nan had at least, their own hsun-yilan. In describing the location of hsun-yuan, 

although T:<:,iJ,-chih t'ung-chien (~1Erilll.~) is also no less specific than Hsin T'ang-shu, 
T'ang hui-yao (W\W~), by choosing the terms "north of Chiang Huai Oiiit)" 
instead of "north of the Huai River" in its 87th chapter, "Introduction of 
Transport and Salt," appears far more appropriately descriptive of the exact 
location specified in the table. Although it may be explained away as mere 
errors committed while compiling their texts, the discrepancy between these 
authorities must be taken as a reflection of the possibility that some hsun-yuan 
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were laid out first only in Ho-nan Province (1P.J1¥f) but more had to be established 

in such other provinces as Huai-nan ($1¥[) and Chiang-nan (yI1¥[) as time went by. 

Although aware of the need to delve into this question further, I find no 

immediate approach available for its solution at this moment. c53 ) 

Out of the 13 hsun-yilan whose locations are now known, all but the one 

established in Ling-nan were located either along the Grand Canal route or at 

coastal vantage points between which the river was running. This indicates, as 

will be detailed separately, that all hsun-yuan were closely connected with the 

central government's Grand Canal transport services. Let us here make clear 

the main functions concerning salt monopoly every hsun-yiJan was called on to 

perform and its scope of authority. Plenty of records refer to this institution 

that survived throughout the T'ang days and which assumed increasing im

portance as an administrative organ of the dynasty's salt monopoly. Particularly 

those referring to the post-liang-shui-fa days are plentiful. The hsun-yilan after 

the enforcement of liang-shui-fa was not quite the same that had existed while 

Liu Yen was still active as Salt Commissioner. Therefore, not all the post-liang

shui-fa records can be used as they for the construction of a truly undistorted 

picture of the hsiln-yilan under Liu Yen as Salt ·commissioner. In view of 

the scarcity of pre-liang-shui-fa records, however, the newer records must be 

taken avail of to the fullest extent as supplementary data for the formation 

of a composite picture of Liu Yen's hsiln-yilan. 

The primary function of hsun-yiJan was to police clandestine sales of salt. 

For, as a passage from Hsin T'ang-shu suggests, c54) proceeds from the govern

mental monopoly sales tended to shrink as a result of salt blackmarketeering 

and, moreover, the blackmarketeers, often organized into· strong armed bands, 

constituted a threat to public safety. 

The second function was to present such fan-chen (tiiJ) authorities as 

chieh-tu shih (t/i&1i), tu-f ang-yiJ shih (IB~17~1i) and tu-t'uan-lien shih (f[H~ 

fi1i) from taking the law in to their own hands. For example, these provincial 

authorities demanded toll and lockage from every merchant vessel that passed 

(53) TCTC. eh. 225, 5th month of the 14th year of Ta-li (::k)~). Various interpretations 
have already been put on the difference between the two terms "north of Chiang Huai" 

(l~iI!ffitJ;:ft) and "north of the Huai River" (§i'fH.J;:ft) by Y. Kanai (i:#Z,tt',), T. 

Yoshida (tfffl.5/f:~), S. Aoyama (W1l15E:/R(O, G. Toyama (J~Jl1W-1i:l) and D. Twitchett. 
G. Toyama is of the opinion that no hsun-yuan was originally established {n. Ling-nan 
provinces (~[¥.i) and that one came to be founded in a later age. (See "~1-\'.;0)yj~"), 
No. 2, Vol XXII, The shirin 3:t*). Meanwhile, T. Yoshida (See "~O)_!liii," No. 2, 
Vol. XIII, The Toa-keizai-kenkyu JtffilBr.filfJ,fttFf~) and S. Aoyama (See "m*~1i; O)q:ii 
ltcf~3'11," No. 9, Vol. XIIV, The Shigaku-zasshi 3:~?f:iHt, IT'm*~1i;O))'.tiITi:l:-il!.tttll!. 
fi'~i'! O)WfJ'cc!l, Tokyo, 1963, pp. 298-299) share the view that "Ling-nan" (~]¥i) is 
erroneously given for "Shan-nan" (ill'i¥i(li1Uit)) on the HTC account under review. 

(54) "i'i~H:L.,ffl~, ~~~Z~-~, "· 
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their own territories through private levying stations set up at various vantage 
points on or by the banks of the canal-a practice called by themselves tai-ch'eng 
(:1:;"JH~). This form of illegal taxation aggravated the tax burden on the part 
of the salt dealers and in turn adversely affected the turnover of the government's 
salt monopoly. Furthermore, some fan-chen authorities even went so far as 
to levy an extra due on salt in addition to the government fixed monopoly tax. 
According to Hsin T'ang-shu, Liu Yen placed a ban on the imposition of this 
illegal due by fan-chen authorities and its chou ()+!) and hsien (!~) agents. <55

J 

Their " tai-ch'eng" practice was also prohibited. And, it was one of hsiln-yilan' s 
major functions to enforce this ban and exercise surveillance over'all irregularities 
committed by f an-chen authorities. The names of most hsun-yilan listed above 
designate fan tao (r-1~) or jurisdictional territories of individual fan;.chen such 
as, for instance, Ch'en-Hsu (~t~), Cheng-Hua (J[~l'i), Yen-Yi.in (JtI.flr5), Huai-Hsi 
(ii:5), Yang-chou (}J,afl'I) in Huai-nan (i'f:frt) and Che-hsi (1Jfr5). This shows 
that they were set up against fan-chen authorities as organs instrumental in 
checking the expansion of their influence in defiance of the T'ang Dynasty's 
authority. While Liu Yen was active as chief salt monopoly administrator, this 
of the policy central government of pitting a hsiln-yilan against every J an-chen 
was not fully implemented. After the promultation of liang-shui-ja, however, 
this "one hsi1n-yi1an for every fan" policy became established as the government's 
administrative principle (See Appendix I). As indicated in a number of 
records, another function assigned to the director of hsun-yilan (~□~'§ or Wri&) 
was to supervise chieh-tu shih (fpJ1'1i) and the heads of individualc hou so as 
to have them conform to the dynasty's laws anq orders controlling various 
phase of their administrative activities. <5BJ 

The third function of hsun-yilan was to "cooperate" with clwu and hsien 
authorities in the management of the ch'ang-p'ing-yen system and ensure its 
smooth operations by actually "guidihg and supervising" them, as mentioned 
above. 

She fourth hsun-yilan function was to charge itself with the task of increasing 
proceeds from salt monopoly within its jurisdiction. Chou and hsien officials, 
who were actually engaged in the sale· of salt, were called on to work for an 
increase in the volume of sale. Thus, their efficiency was rated with their 

(55) "~ili7JJJttffiffl~, pJffAfirm~~f;jt, ~~irn1+1~Jf-•Jt§fft, ~±itlwktJflj;1- ". Referred to here 
as "1.JJJJim~J" is a surcharge imposed additionally on proceeds from salt monoply and 
"~:W;" stands here for what came to be called "lJtiffi" in a later age. "z.js;f:jt" is at 
places referred t0 also as "ifUJt" or "f/li;fft". The term "iffilft" appears to have been 
used from the later T'ang days onward if not from as early as the Five Dynasties period. 

(56) TFYL, eh. 696, ½,§-ff~ :ltMl, 10th month of 4th year of Hui-ch'ang 1&f" [§, ibid, eh. 
90, WEE-ff~, iffex."ff!, ,~Ji[, 8th month of 7th year of T'ai-ho ::tf!J and c @, 7th month 
of the 1st year of Ch'ang-ch'ing ft~. 
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degree of contribution to the expansion of the salt sales as an important criterion c57). 

In one hand hsiln-yilan "cooperate with" chou and hsien authorities and on 

the other hand "supervise" them in the sale of salt. Under the Merchant Sale 

Method, with chou and hsien officials in no position to directly sell salt, only 

designated salt merchants were to deal in this monopoly item. Such being the 

case, if chou and hsien officials were to increase their proceeds from salt sales 

they had to depend solely on these merchants to boost their sales in the first 

place. Unless sales efforts on the part of merchants were stepped up and · their 

illegal marketing practices were kept well under control, · it was impossible for 

these officials to increase their monopoly profits. One possible system was what 

was called li-p'u-p'ei-mai ftm~cJ-1 under the Sungl dynasty, devised to enforce 

the Merchant Sale Method while keeping good control over any illegal market

eering by merchants. Under this system salt merchants or yen-p'u-hu (!;llmJ=i) 

were selected from among well-to-do families of good references and stationed 

throughout the jurisdiction of a chou or a hsien with a certain fixed sales quota. 

This system, as may well be presumed, was apt to be attended by various evils 

and abuses. Especially in designatlng a family as yen-p'u-hu or assessing the 

sales quota for it, officials in charge were apt to press unreasonable demands on 

it or otherwise abuse their authority. At times, merchants maneuvered against 

any additional designation of yen-p'u-hu behind the· scenes by dealing directly 

with some high placed officials so as to make full capital of their previously 

acquired exclusive salt sales rights. The system could not be effectively operated 

unless the bureaucrats in control were well disciplined. It was under Wang 

An-shih (.:E~;;fi) of the Northern Sung thctt this system had acquired any large 

operational scale. In fact, however, it had been in operation from as early as 

the T'ang days. 

One indication of this is found in "the memorial addressed to the yen-t'ieh 

shih, Vice-President P'ei (J::'lNHl~1-4f-nH)) which finds its place in the 13th chapter 

of Fan-ch'uan Wen-chi (~Jfl)'Ot) and which covers the period between 851 and 

858 A.D. It says: "In scores of chou situated from the Ling-nan (~i¥i) district 

up to Pien-chou 01~1-M) and Sung-chou Ctff'I) influential families designated as 

yen-p'u-hu (~~sJ}f!1,J=1) are established as "t'u-yen-shang" (±~iffi) or "native salt 

merchants." Since their designhtion as yen-p'u-hu they have. been under the 

control of Chiang-Huai-ytian liu-hou (1Iil~1¥1'1&). These days, however, this 

system have come to be marred by various abuses and is now in danger of a 

total collapse." It is not certain if what can be identified as a "li-p'u-p'ei-mai" 

fti!iMcJ-1 system had already been in operation under Liu Yen. Judging from 

(57) TFYK, eh. 494, t\)gf{fj3, 11Ji;;"il, 5th month of 2nd year of K'ai-ch'eng F,f!p,x;; Lu Shang 
(.ratiffi), Prefect (lJt..R) of Su-chou, credited with having doubled his chou's proceeds from 
salt sales, was promoted to the rank of chieh-tu shih of Che-hsi Ot1rrtsffi1JJ.t1t). 
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the later enforcement of this system as described in this account, however, it is 
safe to assume that hsiln-yilan then was not only in cooperation with but also 
in a position to supervise chou and hsien authorities in an effort to increase the 
central goverment's proceeds from salt sales. 

The fifth hsiln-yuan function was to take charge of salt monopoly proceeds 
from the specified jurisdiction. This fact is discernible, for instance, from the 
resumption of the name of hsiln-yilan by two na-ch'iieh-ch'ang (*P3ii~) located 
in Yang-chou (t~1'f'l) and Pai-Sha (B11'). T'ang hui-yao (/llf~~) eh. 88 says in 
an entry for the third month of the first year of Ch'ang-ch'ing (:Bf!!f) or 821 
A.D. that these two former hsiln-yilan, "after going for a certain period by 

· the name of na-ch'ileh-ch'ang C*-rJtt:f:~) or so-to-speak salt-monopoly tax col
lecting agencies," had their former names restored when Salt Commissioner 
Wang Po's petition for their restitution was heard. c5s) From this account it is 
understood that hsiln-yilan was given the same role that was performed by 
na-ch'ueh-ch'ang (*r.Jft~)-the T'ang days' official appellation of an monopoly 
tax collecting agency. Somewhere else, Chiu T'ang-shu (!\hifti) eh. 54 also carries 
the Imperial Decree of the third month of the second year of Ch'ang-Ch'ing 
(:R~) or 822 A.I~t and gives the following explanatory account: 

"Small salt sales offices had there to fore been in operation in such f an-tao 
as Tzu Ch'ing G~w), Yen (Q) and Yun (ff)) under the Commissioner for Salt 
and Iron as his wholesale agents of government salt. At the same time, the 
Commission had been collecting salt monopoly taxes through hsiln-yilan he 
established there as his collecting agents." c59 ) 

Admittedly, the institution of hsiln-yilan underwent a drastic change in the 
wake of the enforcement of liang-shui-ja (f~;f:ft~), a major reform in the dynasty's 
taxation system carried out by Emperor Te-tsung (;f~3}~). Nevertheless, it may 
still be understood from this account relating to an Imperial decree issued after 
the promulgation of the liang-shui-ja that by " Commissioner for Salt and 
Iron," Liu Yen personally may well have been meant and that even under him 
hsun-yilan was already in charge of collecting monopoly taxes. Rather, it must 
be so understood because the question of why Liu Yen was able, as will be 
mentioned below, to place part of his administrative activities on a profit-making 
basis with hsiln-yilan' s monopoly proceeds as his capital, cannot othterwise be 
answered. An account which leads us to presume the accumulation of salt 
monopoly proceeds in the hands of hsiln-yilan already under Liu Yen is found 
in an entry in the 129th chapter "Biography of Han Huang (ftrt)" of Chiu 
T'ang-shu, which dated 786 A.D. or the second year of Chen-yuan (~jc), only 

(58) "it.F.I (:Bt~5c.1:p.=:.F.J ). ~i'i1i.=.Et-i~, tlfi'I · stJ'ffi~*f1ttffii~. 1fllr'81Rii~~3f:. · · · s:1i{{t;z". 
(59) "~~~1i5'tTt~w · ~ · Jµ~~if[1frg. ti/Nrniiffl.&ifil~%*fJ~, ~~4]i)j~BB1&, 

-~sltf~," cf. TFYK., eh. 493, tl)it, Jll'i:,,, ~Ll 2 if. 5 )=J. See Appendix II, 
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several years after Liu Yen's deprivation of the Salt Commissionership, reads 111 

effect as follows: 

Yuan Hsiu (51:~), director for Public Revenue and Expenditure, planned 
to get the chien-yuan (~!!Jc) c6o) in operation in Chiang-tung OI:~.) to transfer 
400,000 kuan of their salt monopoly proceeds in cash to the central government 
so as to enable it to counter a seriously inflated economy of the capital 
area marked by a dire shortage of coins and a sharp decline in commodity 
prices. However, this effort was stemmed by Han Huang, then Chieh-tu 
Shih of Eastern Che-chiang (1:lfr1D!Hlt11£1f). c5D " 

From this account we can see that already over 400,000 kuan m cash had been 
accumulated in the chien and yuan set up in Che-tung (itfrJ!{) by that time and 
that among these chien arid yilan organs there were not only chien (~), ch'ang 
(~) and yen-yilan (!!ii~) which combined· to administer the official sales of salt 
but also hsiln-yuan (iliS~). Since this particular move of Han Huang's was allegedly 
taken only several years after Liu Yen was deprived of the Salt Commissionership, 
it may very well be assumed that even while the latter was active, the hsun
yuan was in a position to accumulate some of the salt monopoly proceeds in 
the area on its own. ce 2) 

(60) "Chien-yi1an" (flif~t) is the general term for a provincial organ a number of which existed 
under the direct control of Tu-chih Shih (J]'t'Stii) and Yen-t'ieh Shih (!ll.!iwM:R), At times 
this term was interchanged with another term "ch'ang-yi1an" (~l!ic), more often than 
otherwise during the Five Dynasties period. Under the wing of chien-yuan" directly 
controlled by Yen-t'ieh Shih (@£:~13:'.) were hsun-yuan (3filf%), ch'i1eh-J1en-yuan (~~!%), chien 
(fa:) and Ch'ang (±~). As for the term "yen-yuan," (~!%) which is also found here 
and there among the T'and days' literatures, it is sometimes misused for "chien-yi1an" 
(f,1ff.1%) and in some other instances it is applied to specify one of Chien-yi1an' s various 
substructures which was charged with affairs concerning salt monopoly. Now known 
to have been under the control of the Che-tung area's Yen-t'ieh shih were, among others, 
one ch'ang (~) in Ytieh-chou (1~1'1'1), three chien (~) in Chia-hsing (&~), Lan-t'ing (ffiij 
¥) and Yung-chia (;,j(~), and Che-tung Hsiln-ytian (tijf*3fill%) Su-chou (lifi'!). 

(61) "(ij=UJl'3t . x:.) ~- J)J*Ri]Jij~~-~}E-fm*Z· 2tmr.IJ!t~~%JH1J]HMilm-tti~t:1. 4$'ij~i~A 
;_x1. UJfriUlt@fri!l'1i · ~qi:) Yi7F~f ". The designation "Chiang-tung." rI* although 
commonly used to refer to the East Chiang-nan Province yij¥f*~' is apparently used 
here as a simplified substitute for Che-chiang-tung-tao OJifrI*~). Since the name of the 
latter province was far less frequently substituted by this designation than that of the 
former province, however, the case may be that it stands for the former provice. It 
would follow in that case _that the chieh-tu shih government of Che-tung refused to fall 
in line with the other provincial government in acting on Yuan Hsiu's directive. 

(62) Even under the Merchant Sale Method, individual hsi1n-yuan located far away from the 
salt producing areas were actually taking delivery of monopoly taxes because of the local 
sales of ch'ang-p'ing yen (rnzis:]!!) or any other monopolistic income. It cannot be taken 
for granted, however, that these extra sales other than those conducted by ch'ang (ii) 
and chien (~) in salt producing areas were being carried out by hsi1n-yi1an. As mentioned 
above, the annual gross proceeds of ch'ang and chien amounted to only slightly more than 
1 million min as against the salt monopoly's total profits estimated to have aggregated over 
6 million min. The wide discrepancy between the two figures point to the probability 
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The fourth function of hsun-yilan was to serve as an informant for the 
Salt Commissioner. hsiln-yilan were required to constantly investigate and ob
serve the economic state of affairs within their own jurisdiction and promptly 
inform the Commissioner of every economic development so that he could be 
well posted on the latest news, large or small. In compliance with the Com
missioner's specific directives or on a voluntary basis, every hsiln-yilan also 
strove to inform the Commission as well as itself of the economic conditions in 
neighboring provinces by means of a communication setup organized for that 
purpose. At least this hsun-yilan function finds noteworthy mention in Tzu

chih t'ung-chien (iUtfm~I:) and Ts'e-fu yuan-kuei (-fflt)Mjj:;~). In the former, 
an entry for the seventh month of .the first year of Chien-chung (Y!i::p) or 780 
A.D., relating Liu Yen's accomplishments, says in effect as follows: 

"Good runners were always invited by Liu Yen to serve for. generous 

remuneration as express messengers for assignment to courier stations set 

up throughout his jurisdiction for an expeditious flow of information. Thus, 
the Commission, always posted on all the latest commodity price trends 
even in the remotest regions only within a matter of a few days, was able 
to exercise tight control over the provincial economies and promote the in
terests of the dynasty. Into the bargain, this arrangement also enabled 
Yen's Commission to eliminate from the entire empire the fear of any 
running inflation or deflation."c53 l 

Meant by "good runners" here is what was then referred to as "chien-pu" 
(11W-·)c64) or quick walkers found in employ with governmental offices, merchants 
or generals as their couriers, informants, scouts or orderlies. And it was hsiln
yilan that was serving for the Salt Commissioner as his "chien-pu." The 
latter chronicle or Ts'e-fu yilan-kuei (ilfr)Mj[;ffi), in a practically identical account 
of this hsun-yilan function found in its 4-83rd chapter Pang-chi Pu • Tsai-li.ieh 

(tf)gH~ · 1-1~) Liu Yen, says as follows: 

that not a small part of the government stored salt was sold elsewhere than in salt 
producing areas after being carried over a long distance for storage at the expense of the 
government. It does not follow from this, however, that while responsible in collecting 
and keeping custody of monopoly taxes within its own jurisdiction, each hsiln-yuan made 
it a rigid rule to take immediate delivery of every min of its collection from various parts 
of its territory. On occasion, part of its collection was left in charge of local collecting 
agents so that some governmental financial needs could locally be met on the spot. 
In principle, however, hsiln-yilan were vested with the responsibility and authority 
to account for the whole of salt monopoly proceeds derived from their its territory despite 
of this apparent departure which was apparently designed by the central government to 
suit its own conveniences. 

(63) "'fitt)Jfw.Ji:~f-1::~- rni~liIU§~. i5U~lm:15twfl, !iUr:~:1-Ff:l§:B~~1}eJrJ. jf~ij~Jltzt;ffi. ;[~ 
l!Ja'!it®· ~~mf!J. im~T1m~Jt-jf!Jl-lz.~,,. 

(64) Cf. Hino, "#!j.~, 11}£1=!:.~", Toyo-shigaku, No. 4, Kyushu-Univ. Fukuoka. 195. 
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"By some hsiln-yuan located far away from the capital a courier system 
was established and quick walkers were hired for generous remuneration 
so that information regarding all the fluctuations of commodity prices in 
various parts of its jurisdiction could be relayed from post to post over to 
its location."c 55 ) 

The s,eventh hsun-yuan function was the utilization of salt monopoly proceeds 
and the information communication network as the capital for commercial 
operations. According to the Tzu-chih t'ung-chien entry introduced above, the 
Commission "created the position of "chih-yilan-kuan" (~IJ~.fc'§') or so-to-speak 
directorship of hsun-yilan and held its holder responsible for reporting once every 
10 to 30 days not only the provincial commodity price pattern but also of the 
extent of crop damage due to such factors as heavy rainfalls and snowfalls as 
well as general crop conditions and estimates for every chou (1+]) and hsien GHl?,)." 
"This enabled the Commission to provide well for any possible undesirable shift 
in the economic situation," it goes on, "by buying up cereals for storage at a 
price level higher than the market quotation whenever they dropped below the 
reasonable level due to bumper crops and by selling them for distribution 
among the masses at a lower price whenever the market quotation shot up 
beyond their means due to poor harvests. Besides, while the market cereal 
prices were high, the stored cereal supplies were released to lay in stock various 
properties and articles then procurable relatively cheaply so that they could be 
either used to replenish office supplies or resold for profits in regions where the 
public purchasing power had been strengthened due to bumper crops. Notified 
from time to time by his chih-yilan-kuan of any first sign of crop failure in 
any prefecture (f!'l) or county 01%) and advised when and how long its residents 
should be exempted from taxation or in need of governmental relief, Liu Yen 
was able to take whatever steps he deemed necessary as Salt Commissioner 
without awaiting any call for relief from prefectural or county authorites. 
With all necessary public welfare measures thus planned well ahead, any im
poverished region under his Commission could always be readily relieved."CBB) 

This contribution of Yen's Commission toward the stabilization of regional 
economies did not prevent him from improving all seasonal price factors and 
taking advantage of region-to-region discrepancies for handsome profits. For, 
such profit-taking constituted the other phase of his administrative effort to 

(65) " §~m~~t£eJf.Jlifi. :i:fJ/OiA (A) £1:Ue.- ~~*§~. im:1Jtt1iffiZJ:. T &1Hili/Fflm.liA ( S) 
~p. See CTS, eh. 123, Biography of Liu Yen. 

(66) "~m:e-~~0~%1@' (tii3ID=: ~o~t'l§'~~m~rJt~·m.) W:1UA Av-Ht¥.um~')JY1xz~uts1~m. !I 
ffi!IJ~~- fJcJ-liJ~m;. E)G.D)fJJ,M:4tftl1frn ,ffl. B:.1nl!!bEiJ\::Z· f,P~%'eMJl~tiZftlru, )t:F~~~ 
A ~J:tmr~~- ~A ~Ji~IJ:fi!x:ilJJ. B:,:}1:Jl~~1~1'M\l%$iltf. ~P~fiZ. ~~Z~- *~~~-" 
On the method of the investigation of hsiln-yilan, we can see the detail in Shen Kua's 
t!:Jti Meng-ch'i pi-t'an W&HrH~, eh. 11/~ tU. 
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normalize all irregular commodity price trends and standardize such prices. 

Needless to say, it is solely by the use of proceeds from the salt monopoly as 

his capital that Liu Yen could engage in profit-making, and it is also through 

the extensive intelligence network his Commission for Salt built up in the form 

of a chain of his provincial hsun-yuan that he could forestall private commer

cial interests by basing his pursuit of profits on the very latest consumer price 

movements. 

In this connection, due note should be taken of Liu Yen's theory of profits 

and profit-making which Hsin T'ang-shu carries in its 149th chapter "Biography." 

Liu Yen believed, according to this account, that crop failure may send the 

cereal price upward but will not necessarily set the prices of other commodities 

on an upswing. If those in power release their stored cereals in such a case, 

various other commodities they need will become purchasable relatively cheaply. 

This should profit the Government on the one hand and provide the masses 

with the foodstuffs they are badly in need of. <57 J Liu Yen also opined, the 

account goes on, that when the market is still underdeveloped the farm produce 

of petty farmers in remote regions cannot be easily led into the distribution 

channels and therefore that it should be more beneficial if those in power act 

as their exclusive wholesaler. <5sJ Liu Yen was fully aware that the interests of 

hinterland farmers demanded special consideration in view of their inability to 

secure an equitable share of profits from their labor. For, their products more 

often than not failed to measure up to the market imposed standards and thus 

had to be sold at an exceptionally low price. This meant that when their 

delivery expenses were taken into account, they were unable to eke out any 

substantial profits. <59J 

It is thus clear from the above that in Liu Yen's belief any violent fluctua

tions in commodity prices resulting from the existing defects in the commodities 

distribution structure were something to be fully exploited by those in in power 

in order to relieve the economically handicapped masses and at the same 

time to promote the government's interests. Of course, it should not be 

overlooked that all profit-making activities in which he engaged based on this 

theory would have been impracticable but for a large-scale transportation 

network he had solidly organized in the capacity of chuan-yun shih (ilf$~11) 

or Commissioner for Transport. It is thanks, above all else, to his own hsun

yuan chain that was spread all over his jurisdiction as Commissioner for Salt, 

(67) "~itzJgIT)=ifizJiJ!=, 't~ffl;(:E~ . .L')/±1Z£Ait~· · · · ." 
(68) "tt~'ff F .f.Jgf. ~m~.allm~M§1r!i · • • ." 
(63) "~rli/J1i/l;5'rr'.3.i~. Wflfjftf-M?~~.!3· ~{JJ=ifi~l· • •. The name of the chronicle from which the 

above passage was extracted escaped my memory and cannot be given here. The inform

ation will be supplied in a new edition of this treatise. 
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however, that he was able to carry out profit-making op~rations so fruitfully. 
These lzsun-yuan operations are most worthy of note al3o in that they had 
helped the T'ang dynasty standardize the commodity price trends over a large 
part of its territory and thus greatly contributed toward the subsequent expansion 
of its financial and economic capacity. 

In essense, hsun-yilan was the supreme provincial salt m_onopoly organ 
under the Commission for Salt and Iron primarily instrumental in maintaining 
close surveillance over makers' clandestine sales and fan chen OiH.iit) authorities' 
violation of all monopoly rules and regulations. Besides, lzsiln-yilan were called 
on to manage the clz'ang-p'ing-yen to increase the amount of sold salt, to 
collect and hold custody of monopoly proceeds, to investigate and inform the 
economic conditions within its own territory, to keep the Commissioner 
informed of such conditions and in compliance with his request to utilize mo
nopoly proceeds as the capital for profit-yielding commercial activities. In view 
of the importance of all these hsun-yilan functions, only men of exceedingly 
high political caliber thoroughly acquainted with financial and economic affairs 
were picked to fill the post of chih-yuan kuan (~□i~l§') or the director of a hsiln
yilan. A record has it that a number of talented bureaucrats were called into the 
Commission service as chih-yuan-kuan by Liu Yen and that not a few of such 
subordinates later came to distinguish themselves as the dynasty's leading 
financial administrators. <7oJ Hsiln-yilan's role as the Commission's watchdog 
always on the lookout for any first sign of insurgency on the part of fan chen 
(1Ul) authorities greater assumed importance yearly. In fact, this particular role 
was played by individual hsiln-yilan so positively that the Commission was able 
to hold in check the over-all tendency toward estrangement from the central 
government on the part of fan chen and thus to prevent the disintegration of 
the T'ang rule. Thus, due credit should be given to hsun-yilan for its extremely 
significant contribution toward the eventual subjugation of all disruptive fan 
chen influences by the loyalists and the consequent revival of the dynasty's 
prosperity in and after the Yuan-ho (xln) period. 

3. Proceeds from the Salt Monopoly and their Fiscal Appropriation 

Under the salt monopoly system administered by Ti-wu Ch'i, the official 
purchase (producer) price was fixed at 10 wen (:X) a tou (4) and as the gover
ment imposed an excise tax of 100 wen per tou, the same unit quantity of salt 
was sold at 110 wen, According to the 54th chapter of Hsin T'ang-shu (~Rlf 

(70) See THY, eh. 87, ~J)J~~iJ:!~ff: is 1Iil::!t:f1Ji:~~%- t~IHl-R• J.:J:±Z· and TCTC, eh. 
226, 7th month of the 1st year of Chim-chung (~i:p): ~i~~;t~fijz'g. &;,1E~R~Z~
;ltc~/.StZ1&- ~Nrit~~~- ~~z;Jtc.R-!Q., 
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"IF), this government' sales price of salt was boosted to 310 wen a tau in the 

fourth year of Chen-yii.an (JL5t) or 788 A.D. and later further raised to the 

level at which the salt produced from two salt lakes in Ho-chung Fu (r5J1tJR"1) 
was set, 370 wen a taa. This means that with the government fixed producer 

price was continuously pegged at 10 wen a tau and its salt monopoly taxation 

rate at 100 wen a tau, the official monopoly price of salt stood at the original 

level of 110 wen a tau while Liu Yen was Salt Commissioner or at least as far 

as 780 A.D. Let us recall here that before Liu Yen split the responsibility 

of the Salt Commission with Ti-wu Ch'i in 764 A.D., proceeds from the salt 

monopoly at this fixed ratio were ,estimated to have amounted to only about 

400,000 kuan annually and that an estimated 50 per cent increase to some 

600,000 kuan was realized during the first year of Yen's salt monopoly admini

stratorship or the following year, 765 A.D. We have knowledge of this and 

also that toward the close of Yen's administration the annual revenue of salt 

monopoly proceeds was expanded 10-fold to over 6 million kuan. However, all 

this knowledge we have, based on the few historical records cited in Chapter 

II-3, Proceeds from Salt Monopoly and their Appropriation in the present treatise, 

needs to be confronted with the following additional evidence if we are to 

form a composite picture of salt monopoly proceeds in terms of both the revenue 

and expenditure of the T'ang dynasty. 

Hsin T'ang-shu in its 54th chapter, Salt, says, in effect, that when Liu Yen 

was first appointed salt monopoly administrator, monopoly proceeds totaled only 

about 400,000 min but that toward the end of the Ta-li (*Jg.) period the same 

total was boosted to top the 6-million-min level, accounting for nearly half the 

gross annual "state revenue" of the dynasty. The term "state revenue" (~~~A) 

had two medieval usages, referring only to the revenue of the central 

government at times and to the combined revenues of both the central and 

provincial administrations at others. With individual fan chen authorities 

most insistent upon their respective right of automony then, the central govern

ment must have been in no position to assess the "state revenue" in the latter 

sense of the term because of its inability to collect state taxes from these pro

vincial authorities. It must, then, be concluded that the above Hsin T'ang-shu 

£gure evidently refers to the total annual revenue of the central government 

alone. It follows from the above that the whole late Ta-Ii (j(f/J,) profit accrual 

from the salt monopoly estimated to have slightly exceeded 6 million wen 

was channeled directly into the coffers of the central government since the 

centrally administered monopoly setup had no participation on the part of pro

vincial administrators and that the sum was nearly as large as its receipts from 

all the d~rect taxation. A substantially same thing is also said in an entry for 

the fifth month of the 14th year of Ta-li (*mi) or 779 A.D. in Tzu-chih t'ung-
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chien (~1tmii1£), as follows: "Toward the end of the Ta-li (7(JT§) period, the 
annual revenue amounted to 12 million and a "ta-pan" (**) or a two-third 
portion of it was made up of proceeds from the salt monopoly." Except for 
the erroneous use of the term "ta-Pan" in place of "kuo-pan" (:llfil.~j::!) or 
simply "over a half," this account is, thus, essentially identical to the other. cm 
From the all above it is crystal clear that the central government was heavily 
dependent upon salt monopoly proceeds financially during the Ta-li period, 
What prompted Liu Yen to reform the salt monopoly system was to counter 
the financial crisis into which the central government plunged due to the drastic 
decline in its direct tax proceeds since numerous farmers took to vagabondage 
in the wake of the outbreak of the Rebellion of An-Shih. But, thanks to Liu 
Yen's reform, the decline was substantially offset by increased proceeds from the 
salt monopoly. 

Ts'e-fu yilan-kuei can be relied upon to testify to this fact with an article 
found in its 483rd chapter under the head of Pang-chi Pu (ir5ttt~) • Tsai-liieh 
U-:l" mi) • Liu Yen, which reads in effect as follows : 

"All chieh-tu shih entrenched in Ho-nan became extremely assertive 
and augmented their provincial influence after the Rebellion of Li Ling
yao ( $1!~). Their defiance of the central government's laws and ordinances 
became more and more flagrant. "Thus, the chou (1'M) and hsien (~) held 
by the central government as its direct tax revenue sources drastically 
decreased in number. Liu Yen refrained from increasing the masses' tax 
burden, however, by meeting the deficit with an appropriation of chien-yil 
(~Ji) or official surplus funds." 

Why was this possible ? The revolt of Li Ling-yao, or the acting military 
governor of eight chou including Pien-Sung, (t~5t'U\1'M WcH&) broke out in the 
eighth month of the 11th year of Ta-Ii (7(F/I) or 776 A.D. and was brought 
under control later the same year. At the end of the revolt the eight chou 
formerly under Li's control were divided up and distributed among three chieh 
tu shih or military governors in the neighboring districts. Namely, whereas 
five of them were placed under the control of the governor of P'ing-lu (Zp-li:), 
two other went to that of Yung-P'ing (7]<.Zf) and the remaining chou, Pien ('ft) 
to that of Huai-hsi ($5). 

The military governors of P'ing-lu and Huai-hsi, both found within the 
bounds of Ho-nan Province (~mm) were most jealous in asserting their right 
of autonomy and therefore no state tax proceeds were ever transferred to the 
central government. The governor of P'ing-lu, who annexed five former chou 

(71) Whereas HTS, too, uses the expression ".7(<'-j.:::" in its 149th chapter, "Biography of Liu 
Yen," CTS chooses the term " ~~f'- " in its 123rd chapter, " Biography." 
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of Li Ling-yao, had under his control a total of 15 chou or prefectures and 

that of Huai-hsi governed a total of 10, including Pien which he took 

over from Li. Out of about 30 prefectures or chou of Ho-nan Province (MmIB), 

nearly as many as 20 or about two thirds thus completely suspended delivery 

of any direct tax collection. 

However, it was in this same province that as clarified above the hsiln-yiian 

service network was most tightly knit. A chain of hsiln-yilan was in control 

of the salt monopoly in that province, with its tight clamp on all illegal taxation 

activities on the part of chieh-tu shih as well as clandestine salt sales, collecting 

monopoly taxes and carrying on profit-making operations with salt monopoly 

proceeds as the capital. Since a great number of hsiln-yilan were in operation 

in the province, such proceeds must have amounted to no small sum. This 

indicates that a greater part of such proceeds took the form of chien-yil or 

official surplus funds, making up for the shrinkage of direct tax proceeds, as 

Ts'e-fu yilan-kuei has it. Even from Ho-nan Province where the majority of 

its prefectures could no longer be called on to transfer their locally collected 

direct taxes to its coffers, the government was cleverly and shrewdly extracting 

at least just about enough to offset its losses in the direct tax collection, levying 

salt monopoly taxes and realizing profits from the Salt Commission administered 

various commercial ventures. Nevertheless, all obviously, this delinquency of 

chieh-tu shih in the delivery of direct taxes to the central government, which 

was not a phenomenon limited only to Ho-nan, most have resulted in a drastic 

decrease in the number of direct-tax delivering prefectures and counties in the 

eastern sector of the empire where Liu Yen was Salt Commissioner. This 

decline accounted for the fact that the central government's revenue from direct 

tax collection did not much exceed a meager 6 million min. Conversely, Liu 

Yen's efforts to counteract this decline with increased salt monopoly proceeds 

plus other derivative profits did not fall short of this same sum of 6 million 

mzn. 

At this juncture, the question of "how the total proceeds from the salt 

monopoly from the then existing 14 chien (~) and ch'ang (~) could take the 

place of txaes of a hundred and more chou ()'I'!) " is soluble by rereading the 

last half as " make up for the shrinkage of the direct tax collection m a 

hundrend and more chou." Presumably, the eastern sector under Liu Yen 

yielded more than 6 million kuan of salt monopoly proceeds which exceeded 

the central government's direct tax revenue. And in view of its nature every 

• kuan of the proceeds must have been appropriated by the central government 

for its various purposes. In this connection, Hsin T'ang-shu says in the 54th 

chapter that "military expenditure, stipends and court upkeep expenses were 
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all covered with proceeds from the salt monopoly."(72) This does not mean, 
however, that the proceeds in question were appropriated to no other purposes 
but these three specified. These three items find mention there because they 
were chosen to represent the multiple items of -expenditure they met. One of 
the unmentioned items was ts'ao-yung (11111) or wages paid to water transport 
workers. 

As mentioned above, the basins of Huang Ho (1{:tp_J) and the Grand Canal 
or Pien Ho ( t~tfiJ) were turned into a fierce battle field for the loyalist and 
rebel forces after the outbreak of the Rebellion of An-Shih (:tz: ~), almost utterly 
paralyzing the Grand Canal transport route made _up of these two waterways. 
With the supply route linking the southeast with Kuan-chung (wmi:J=t) via the 
Yangtze River and Han Valley limited in its transportation capacity, the central 
government found itself in a chronically sorry plight. One post-rebellion program 
adopted by Emperor Tai-tsung (ft~) was a dredging operation to rehabilitate 
the Grand Canal and resume transport service via this former supply route. 
Whereupon, Liu Yen was picked to carry out this task in the third month of 
the second year of Kuang-te (!.JH!fJ) and achieved a great success in the restoration 
of the transport system. c73) 

What had evidently taxed his energies most in successfully achieving this 
end was the need to procure a large force of labor. Dredging operations, con
struction and renovation of embankments and floodgates, and maintenance of 
warehouses and vessels all consumed prodigious water transport labor of various 
kinds, including stevedores, patrolmen and boatmen. For P'ei Y ao-ch'ing (~~ 
g~p) who claimed a great success in the inauguration of the so-called chuan-pan-
fa (i/IJM~ii/74 ) in the late K'ai-yuan (Jmjc;) period this problem was easily solved 
by simply extracting corvee since the number of registered taxpayers then was 
at its all-time peak. After the outbreak of the revolt,. however, as a record has 
it, "all the prefectures and counties along Pien Ho (t!:::tp_J) from Lo-yang C1§-~~) all 
the way down to the Huai (iit) and Ssu (ml) were seriously depopulated. Farmers 
were found poverty-striken, farms left to run waste and bandits rampant 
throughout the region."\ 75) Another record attests the truth of this account by 
saying that when Liu Yen set about the task of reopening the Grand Canal 
transport service, "the inhabitants in this region were found to have been com
pletely exhausted under the long accumulated burden of taxes both in kind and 

(72) "~::k{i;il(::;':;;S~mffl. ::RTZffilk, ffi5fU@4?.. '§'/jlj§!Hm- ]J[ffl · s'§)ilfR{f · ~{f[J;r,ri'7%· 
(73) The method employed by Liu Yen is so-called "chuan-pan-fa" (Qfli'k), under which 

the rice produced in the basin of the Yantze Ri,·er was once stored in warehouses laid 
out along the river, especially in the terminus of the Grand Canal, and was then tran
sported with the Canal as its exclusive transport route. 

(74) See (28). 
(75) See TFYK, eh. 64 m~ti3, we~,% 
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in the form of statute labor."c75) The difficulty in procuring labor appeared at 

first so insurmountable as to make Liu Yen observe with a sigh, according the 

same record; "It is decidedly impossible for us to procure a labor force of any 

such a magnitude as our water transport route rehabilitation work demands in 

this practically no-man's land." Particularly, boat crews were poorly rewarded 

and whenever in distress for their living, they were apt to pilfer the goods they 

found aboard their boats and even scuttled them to cover up the traces of their 

crimes pretending that they had been involved in accidents. 

In an attempt ·to solve this problem, Liu Yen moved to replace the con

ventional statute labor system with a new "remunerable " service setup and 

sought a source of revenue for an enormous amount of wages for boatmen in 

the salt monopoly system. Chiu T'ang-shu, in its 49th chapter, says: "With 

the income from the salt monopoly he inaugurated the " ts'ao-yung" 01 w·U 
system-and as he extracted no corvee from any men of full age he created no 

new burden on the part of chou (1+]) or hsien (lm)." The successful implement

ation of this new system is, therefore, attributable to a drastic increase the 

salt monopoly must have recorded in its proceeds. Here in this relation 

between salt monopoly proceeds and expenses involved in the transportation of 

government levy in kind lay one of the main reasons why a greater number 

of hsiln-yuan were located in this region along the Grand Canal. 

This treatise will not go into further details of this relationship since it should 

be dealt with as a problem involved in the history of the transit of governmental 

levies in kind. Only in the light of the fact that the recovery by the T'ang 

government of its sovereignty became possible with the resumption of its tran

sport service via the Gr~nd Canal and that the costly service was financed by 

Liu Yen's Salt Commission from its salt monopoly proceeds, the importance of 

his reform should never be questioned. The transport of government levies in 

kind and the salt monopoly, closely connected in the various phases of each 

other's activities, were interdependent, if not part and parcel of one single 

governmental service. This necessitated that one and the same person should to 

concurrently hold the Commissionership of Transport (lt,~1Ie) and that for Salt 

and Iron (!!ffl1Ie) for a long period. In fact, this practice was so well established 

that the name "yen-t'ieh chuan-yiln shih" (~fflJt!$§1;1Je) was long regarded as a 

single official post rather than as two separate posts held concurrently by one 

person. 

Many a problem is yet to be clarified in the salt monopoly system's rela

tions with the transport of government levy in kind but in my opinion all these 

problems should be dealt with in a separate historical study of the dynasty's 

(76) See HTS, eh. 149, Biography of Liu Yen. 
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transport system itself. 

Postscript 

The present treatise . is a study of the salt monopoly system during the 
T'ang period whose coverage is limited to the pre-liang .. shui-fa O~f:fti!) days. 
It is primarily intended to compare Ti-wu Ch'i's "Governmental Sale Method" 
('§'~1!) and Liu Yen's "Merchant Sale Method" (imiffiri) in the perspective 
historical light. During the period covered by this treatise, the salt monopoly 
system came into being and grew into a major official institution on the one 
hand and liang-shui-fa took shape on the other. Since its inception in the 
first year of Chien-chung (~i=j=r), this latter system continued to hold its place 
as a regular taxation formula of the state in the subsequent centuries and eras
from the T'ang rule all the way down to the Sung (*) period through ·the 
Five Dynasties (.n 1-i:) days. Likewise, the former consolidated about the same 
time the latter came into being, continued to grow throughout the T'ang and 
"Five Dynasties" days and then reached the height of prosperity under the 
Sung rule. 

A comprehensive study of the T'ang's salt monopoly system should include, 
in addition to all that is dealt with in this treatise, its relations with the transport 
of government properties and with Liang-shui-fa. Besides, its connection 
with the development of commodity and currency economy must also be in
corporated. Due to the limited availability of historical data, particularly those 
referring to the pre-Liang-shui-fa days, many a point remains still to be fully 
elucidated. It must also be admitted that not a few misconstructions may have 
been committed. In the years ahead, however, any omissions or commissions 
found in this treatise will be corrected with the· progress of the current research 
into all the pertinent facts and problems. 

CTS 

HTS 

TCTC 

TFYK 

THY 

Abbreviations 

Chiu T'ang-shu (~mi=) 
Hsin T'ang-shu (5f-Jf R!t.) 
Tzu-chih t'ung-chien (~1tm4iJD 
T'se-fu yuan-kuei (-JIB-JMx~) 
T'ang hui-yao (RlfW~) 
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APPENDIX I 

The Development of the Hsun-yuan System in Outline 

Both the origin and the development of the hsiln-yilan (~l~)-an administ

rative arm of the tsu-yung shih (WJi'1i)-can be traced to a considerable extent 

by sifting plenty of records preserved to date. OutEned below is the background 

in which this institution came into being. and its subsequent development. 

It was as a result of the outbreak of the Rebellion of An Lu-shan and the 

subsequent explosive rise in the T'ang dynasty's military expenditure that the 

office of tsu-yung shih was created on the recommendation of Ti-wu Ch'i (~li 

:Ei) with the purpose of meeting the acute financial needs and posted in provinces 

in the southeastern sector of the empire. Later on, with the spread of the scene 

of hostilities between the rebel and Imperial forces from the empire's fringe 

areas into one province after another of the main dynastic domain, this office 

proliferated in number and was set up in differeet parts of the land. As for 

the jurisdictions of these institutions, while some large ones were assigned to 

control as many as several provinces or tao (m), some smaller ones covered no 

more than a few prefectures or chou (1'M) as the regional tax collecting agencies. 

The office of tsu-yung shih was referred to as either "tsu-yung shih ssu (';fl3.)j'1f '§'J) 

or "tsu-yung ssu" (5¥13.Jj''§J). Shortly after the rebellion was put under control, these 

wartime institutions came to be united with one another until they were finally 

merged into two combined institutions called shih-ssu (1f'§J)-namely the .eastern 

shih-ssu and the western shih-ssu-in the first year of Yung-t'ai (7]<:.~) or 765 A.D. 

Specifically, the former was assigned to control such eastern provinces as Ho-nan, 

both Eastern and Western Chiang-nan and Shan-nan as well as the eastern 

capital of Lo-yang (later Ling-nan was also included in its jurisdiction). On 

the other hand, the later was assigned to control such western provinces as Ho

tung, Kuan-nei, Western Shan-nan and Eastern and Western Chien-nan as well 

as the western capital of Ch'ang-an. In consequence of this drastic administ

rative reform, a surbordinate office called the tsu-yung yilan (t.13.Jj'~) was created 

by both the eastern and the western shih-ssu at every strategic point within 

their expansive jurisdictions to leave them in charge of some of their functions. 

As for those pre-reform tsu-yung shih or what the earlier T'ang records refer to 

as " chu-tao tsu-yung shih" (~IBWJ11t) because their jurisdictions were province

wide, their offices were abolished through the reform only, in fact, to be re

organized into the substructure of the tsu-yung yilan or the office of the post-reform 

tsu-yung shih. Obviously the hsiln-yilan under study here is the originally the 

the post-reform tsu-yung yilan in function as a subordinate organ of the shih-ssu 

under ~he control of an official titled "chih-yilan-shih" (~□~$). With the T'ang's. 
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entire empire broken up in the matters of finance into the two, eastern and 
western administrative blocs in 765 A.D., the integration of all the pre-reform 
tsu-yung shih-ssu into the two eastern and western shih-ssu, too, constituted but 
a part of an overall plan for the reform of the dynasty's financial administration. 

In addition to the reorganized offices of tsu-yung shih, such other commissions 
in charge of the dynasty's financial affairs as those of yen-t'ieh-shih (!Effi1t), 
chuan-yiln-shih (~i$m1t), chu-ch'ien shih (ffi~1t) and ch'ing-miao-shih (~ffi1t) were 
posted in both of the eastern and western blocs established in 765 A.D. and each 
was assigned a much broader jurisdiction than previously. Some such commissions 
were burdened with a heavy load of work so that some of their functions were 
delegated to several subordinate organs such as the tsu-yung-yi1an in the case of 
the tsu-yung shih-ssu by establishing them at strategic points within their respective 
jurisdictions. Here lies anvther reason for the birth of the so-called hsun;.yilan. 

Of all the commissions charge with financial affairs, the tsu-yung shih in charge 
with financial affairs, the tsu-yung shih in charge of direct taxes and the yen-t'ieh shih 

. in control of indirect taxes were called on to handle a far greater amount of the 
dynasty's revenue than any other commissions. As such, both these commissions 
were the busiest of them all and of much greater importance than the others. 
After the outbreak of the Rebellion of An and Shih, the southeastern sector of 
the empire became the dynasty's major source of revenue. Thus also kept 
busy as another increasingly important commission was that of the eastern 
sector's chuan-yiln shih (.f.$m1t) which was in charge of the water way trans
portation via Pien Canal (tt--'1PJ). Since Liu Yen made it the dynasty's policy 
to finance the colossal expenses involved in the maintenance of that trans
portation route with proceeds from the monopoly of salt, the offices of yen-t'ieh 
shih or the commissioner for salt and iron of the southeastern provinces and 
chuan-yiln shih or commissioner for transport were almost invariably held 
concurrently by one and the same person thereafter throughout the rest of 
the T'ang reign. As such, these two different offices were actually considered 
as one integral "shih" post and anyone holding it was titled "yen-t'ieh chuan-yiln 

shih " (~f~f-f~ ft). 
For a decade and a half since the division of the T'ang financial administ

ration into the eastern and the western jurisdictions in 765 A.D. until the 
enforcement of the liang-shui-ja (Wif:Jtii) in 780 A.D. all the various commissions 
in charge of financial affairs were under one man's control in both sectors. In 
the eastern sector, Liu Yen remained in the saddle throughout the intervening 
15 pears by monopolizing several "shih" posts including those of yen-t'ieh shih 

and tsu-yung shih. In the western sector, first Ti-wu Ch'i and next Han Huang 
(~il) after his predecessor was put out of grace, held a monopoly of such posts 
as tsu-vung shih, yen-t'ieh shih and chuan-yiln shih while serving as tu-chih shih 
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(~:SZ:1t) or commissioner for public revenue and expenditure which was a central 
government office. Except for the tsu-yung shih, no other commissioners than 
the yen-t'ieh chuan-yiln shih in the eastern bloc and the tu-chih sh"ih in the western 
sector had their own hsun-yilan under them as their substructures. Some records 
of later ages suggest that the Hu-pu (J=i ~~) or the Boad of Finance, too, had 
some' hsiln-yilan unde:r; its wing. In fact, however, almost every one of the 
hsun-yilan ·thus far left on record as having been in existence in the T'ang days 
was under the control of either the yen-t'ieh chuan-yiln shih or the tu-chih shih. 

Listed below are a total 38 hsun-yuan thus far found on record as having 
been in operation under the yen-t'ieh-chuan-yiln-shih. Their names which all denote 
their locations are: *f~l!3t · fPJ~i!3t; rt1'1'1!!3t · *f[']i!3t; j~j,~·!!3t · *i'~·!!3t; ~qf-f5~fc · 
~ffll!1c·,~1'1~;~a~;~~!!1c;~Ml!1c;~ffll!1c·$ □ ~;Uml!1c•fflffl~·ffi~ 
!!3t·S~~;-~!!3t;m5!!3t;~5!!3t·•ffl!!3t;~*!!3t;U5!!3t;W•~·-ffl~· 
m~~;R~~·~ffl!!1c;Wm~;~~!!3t;~~!!3t;~-~;fflMl!1c;~~~;tr~ 
[~; and rlr'i¥f*ilti!3t-

All these names, listed as they are almost at random, are still to be checked 
out with one another to eliminate any possible duplications. It is not impossible 
that what was actually a singles hsun-yilan are mentioned more than twice by 
by different names on the list because it may have borne more than one name 
and also because it may have been dissolved once, only to be reestablished with 
another name shortly afterwa~d. Also conceivable is the possibility that some 
of the hsun-yilan listed here stayed in operation only for a very brief period. 

In regard to the relations between the f an-chen (~il) under the control of 
chieh-tu shih and the hsiln-yilan, it is pointed out in the text (p. 41) that in 
principl~ one hsiln-yilan was set up in every fan tao (~m) to keep the f an-chen 
authorities under its close supervision. It is a well known fact that the chieh-tu 
shih was often transferred from one fan to another and that the number of chou 
included in each chieh-tu shih's jurisdiction (hsun-shu ~JI,) was changed no less 
often. According to the T'ang F'ang-chen Nien-piao (~:1Jiffi:i:p*) compiled by 
Wu T'ing-hsieh (~~~), except for E-yileh (~~.§), there was a yilan established 
within the juridiction of every one of the 20-odcl major fan-a proof that 
practically no chieh-tu shzh was able to escape the hsiln-yilan's close direct surveil
lance. Only in the c;:ase of the Ho-yang-san ch'eng (fPJ~.=:.:fm) chieh-tu shih, it 
is uncertain that the hsiln-yuan was established. Generally, however, the "one 
hsiln-yilan for every fan" principle found wide acceptance as pointed out in the 
text (p. 34). 

Simultaneously with the enforcement of the liang-shui-fa in 780 A.D. the 
posts of tsu-yung shih-ssu (;j:£1.Jm1i'§'J) in both the eastern and western sector were 
abolished and some of the functions performed by these two '' shih " were 
reassigned to the "kuan-ch'a-shih" (W1*_1t) or civil provincial governors in charge 
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of every fan tao (n!f;li). However, most of the principal functions were taken 

over directly by various financial organs of the central government notably by 

the office of tu-chih (JJZ:sz). In connection with the abolishment of the posts of 

tsu-yung shih, it is to be questioned how the tsu-yung yilan (f:.§.]ffi~) or their 

regional tax collecting agencies ,vere reorganized. It may be safe to assume 

that some of these agencies were combined into the hsiln-yilan under the control 

of either the tu-chih or the yeh-t'ieh chuan-yiln shih. If this assumption is correct, 

it follows that in and after 780 A.D. at least part of the original functions of 

the tu-chih concerning the adjustment ,of the dynasty's revenue and expenditure 

were carried out by the hsiln-yilan under the yen-t'ieh chuan-yiln shih of both the 

eastern and western sectors. Here lies still another point which stands in need 

of clarification through further study. 

Reflecting the growing importance of the hsiln-yilan system during the entire 

course of the T'ang rule and during the early stages of the Five Dynasties period, 

more and more accounts were written of it. However, those written during 

Liu Yen's days were rather limited in volume. It must be admitted that the 

hsiln-yilan system in operation during Liu Yen's days must have undergone a 

considerable metamorphosis by the time of the enforcement of the liang-shui-fa. 

As yet it is based on the post-liang-shui-fa records that a study can be pursued 

at all of what the hsiln-yilan was like in Liu Yen's days. 

While in the saddle as the salt monopoly administrator for the eastern 

jurisriction of the T'ang financial financial administration during the Ta-li Ct: 
JI.) era, Liu Yen is recorded as having concurrrently been "yen-t'ieh shih" and 

"chuan-yiln shih." And another established fact is that this practice of holding a 

single individual in control of both of the two "shih" offices was carried over 

even after the enforcement of the liang-shui-fa. The result was that there 

emerged a de-facto combination of the two separate commisions and that 

customarily its director was referred to as a "yen-t'ieh chuan-yiln shih" instead of 

as a "yen-t'ieh shih concurrently with the office of chuan-yiln shih." From this 

it follows that these was no single hsiln-yilan in operation for or under either one 

of the two commissions alone and that ahe administrative functions assigned to 

every hsiln-yilan, even in case it had originally been associated with the name 

of any specific yen-t'ieh shih as its subordinate organ, were no longer limited to 

the monopoly of salt and the mining of iron, copper, silver etc. but actually 

included administrative matters concerning transportation. The sole functional 

difference between one hsiln-yilan and another then was on which of the two 

kinds of administrative functions top priority was laid. In principle, thus, each 

and every hsiln-yilan was assigned to perform both of these two different functions 

after all. In the numerous records written about the hsiln-yilan system after the 

enforcement of the liang-shui-Ja, hsiln-yilan in operation in the eastern sector 
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was referred to far more often than not as a "yen-t'ieh hsiln-yilan" (~~%S~%) 
in a closer association with the yen-t'ieh shih than with the chuan-yiln shih. Here 
and there among these records, we also encounter such terms as "yen-t'ieh chuan
yiln hsiln-yuan" (~D!ffieyf!y;~%S~) or "chuan-yiln hsun-yilan ". * As mentioned above, 
indications are that in the eastern sector, the yen-t'ieh-chuan-yiln shih was a single 
identity and that the hsun-yuan as its subordinate organ was simultaneously in 
charge of both salt monopoly and transport matters. No study will be made 
here of how the hsiln-yilan system was constituted and implemented in the western 
sector because the question has no direct bearing with the salt monopoly system 
administered by Liu Yen. Only to be noted in parentheses here is the fact that 
in the western sector its counterpart of the eastern sector's "yen-t'ieh (chuan-yiln) 
hsiln-yilan" (fiffi[I/fJJ}~]%S~) was referred to as "tu-chih hsiln-yilan" (Etst~~). 

Outlined above is the minimum preliminary knowledge one should have of 
the yen-t'ieh-chuan-yiln hsiln-yilan in operation in the eastern jurisdiction of the 
T'ang Dynasty's financial administration when making a study of the hsiln-yilan 
system in connection with Liu Yen's salt monopoly system. It is from as early 
as Liu Yen's days that the hsiln-hilan came to be identified primarily with the 
dynasty's transportation administration. Since the present treatise deals chiefly 
with the salt monopoly system, the question of chuan-yiln shih will be taken up 
in a separate thesis. 

APPENDIX II 

Chiieh-yen-yilan (tiffl~) and Chiieh-yeh Shih (fiffl 1~) in Tzu-ch'ing 
C<I~) Yen (1t) and Yun (l[[j)) vis-a-vis Hsiin-yiian and Chih-yilan-kuan 

The Imperial decree of the third month of the second year of Ch'ang-ch'ing 
(~ii:) or 882 A.D., contained in the 54th chapter "Salt" Chiu T'ang-shu (t~fif 
«:), reads in effect as follows: 

"The practice of the hsun-yilan within the three fan of Tzu-ch'ing O~W), 
Yen (%) and Yun (ltm) directly receiving proceeds from the exclusive sale of salt 
(;fjf,t) through local salt distribution stations shall hereby be suspended henceforth." 

Tzu-ch'ing as one of the three fan or jurisdictions of the chieh-tu shih (fp 
f5r1~) mentioned comprised the five chou of Ch'ing (W), Tzu Ofli), Ch'i (~), 

* See, for instance, TFYK., eh. 469, 1!0fift~, ~J~, 4th year of K'ai-ch'eng &ij/ix or 839 A.D. 
under Wei Wen ~iml. as well as ibid, eh. 511, ~Bliti1~, ~T5, 2nd year of Pao-Ii ~M or 
826 A.D. under Lo Wu-yen ~.n ~, both of which relate to an institution called the Yen
t'ieh ho-yin yilan ('!!~liiJfli~). Obviously this same institution is referred to as the "Ho
yin yen-t'ieh yilan (riiJ~i!M~~) in TCTC, eh. 239, 3rd month of the 10th year of Yuan-ho 
(5i:f□) or 815 A.D. and as the "Yen-t'ieh-chuan-yiln ho-yin yilan (!.l!~Ml~riiJ~llJc) in 
Yilan-shih-ch'ang-ching-chi (Jt.El;;~,t~), eh. 57, Yi:iJi¥f5'e:SJHUt-
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Teng (~) and Lai (*). Included in the second fan "Yen" and the third fan 
"Yun," meanwhile, were the four chou of Yen (~), Hai (1f'ff), I Off) and Mi 
(W) and the three chou of Yun (1r."fS), Ts'ao (t\ji") and P'u OJ),- respectively. 
Formely these 12 chou had been privately possessed by Li Shih-tao ($§iTTm)-an 
independent provincial influence who took them over from his ancestors as a 
hereditary estate and exercised his propriatorial right over them nominally in 

the capacity of the dynasty's P'ing-lu chieh-tu shih (Zf.iJl~Jif1t). Emperor 
Hsien-tsung successfully recovered the territory in question by crushing this 
provincial force in the second month of the 14th year of Yuan-ho (jc;;flJ) or 819 
A.D. and broke it up for distribution among three chieh-tu shih whose jurisdictions 
were relatively small so as to enhance its divide-and-rule policy of minimizing 
the possibile emergence of another Li Family. While master of its own fate, 
the Li Family had been striving to build up its own military strength with an 
annual income of over 700,000 kuan from its monopoly of salt as the source of 
revenue. As indicated in TFYK, eh. 493, fBtr-r$, 3rd month of the 14th year 
of Yiia-ho (:5t;flJ), Emperor Hsien-tsung established within each of the three fan 

a chileh-yen yilan (¥l!Wll:m) simultaneously with the distribution among them of the 
of the Li Family's territory with a view to restoring to the the central govern
ment the power to enfore salt monopoly there. Chueh-yen-shih (¥l~1i), director 
of the chileh-yen yilan, took rank with the chih-yilan-kuan (~IJ~3fg), that of the 
hsiln-yilan, in the dynasty's bureaucratic hierachy, as indicated in TFYK., eh. 
493, iBtt-g:~, rJJ~, 3rd month of the 7th year of Yuan-ho (:5t;f1J). Actually, 
however, the former office was more powerful than the latter, particularly when 
dealing with chou HI and hsien iWf. authorities. 

Another TFYK account-chapter 494, iBH$, rlf ~, 3rd month of the 3rd 
year of K'ai-ch'eng (~TJX) or 839 A.D. quotes "a certain minister" as counseling 
the Emperor against the appointment of a "tsao-ch'a-shih" for Hu-chou (ti!i"J!1'[Hi 
~1t) as follows : 

"It has been an established custom that chou and hsien authorities are left 

in control of the manufacture of tea. The Imperial decision to create a '' shih" 
post for the specific purpose of controlling tea manufacture for a chou is bound 
to render it difficult for chou and hsien authorities to impose on any conventional 
taxes and corvee obligations since they will then be placed under the control of 
that " shih." From this it is clear that whenever placed under the direct control 
of a '' shih," any household was as a rule removed from the household register 
maintained by the chou or the hsien authorities and thus left entirely at the 
service of its "shih." In the case of those households placed under the chih yilan
kuan, director of a hsiln-yilan, however, they remained on the chou or the hsien 
register and were exempt only from corvee services. Since the chileh-yen shih 
was thus in direct control of individual households as a "shih," he was presumably 
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authorized to interfere in the affairs of any fan far more freely than the chieh-tu 
shih who could control them only indirectly through chou and hsien authorities. 
It can also be presumed, therefore, that the establishment of a chueh-yen-yuan 
instead of a hsun-yuan in the newly territorized three provinces was prompted 
by the dynasty's need to strengthen and reassert the central government's salt 
monopoly right there. According to another TFYK account (eh. 493, f~Hir~, 
0.J~, 3rd month of the 1st year of Ch'ang-ch'ing :ff&t or 821 A.D.), a chueh-yen 
shih was also posted in Ho-pei which had previously been independent of the 
dynasty as an inheritable estate of a provincial lord bearing the title of chieh-tu 
shih. The central government's influence was given a boost by Emperor Hsien
tsung's military excellence for a while but declined as soon as he was murdered 
by poison in the first month of the 15th year of Yuan-ho jcfp or 820 A.D. 
This led to the declaration of independence by three fan-chen in Ho-pei which 
the Dynasty had no other alternative but to recognize. The Imperial decree of 
882 A.D. quoted above indicates that the central government gave up operating 
local salt distribution stations to sell its salt for profits in the three fan of Tzu
ch 'ing, Yen and Yun and having the hsiln-yilan authorities there take off a 
percentage from the fan-chen authorities' salt monopoly proceeds in view of its 
declining influence. Of course, the post of Ho-pei chileh-yen shih was abolished 
under these circumstances. Records show that prior to this total relinquishment 
by the central government of its salt monopoly right in this district, the chueh
yen-yilan was temporarily reorganized into a plain hsun-yilan with more restricted 
powers. No exact date of this reorgan1zation is known, however. 

The circumstances under which the hsun-yuan was organized and abolished 
in the three fan of Tzu-ch'ing, Yen and Yun were far from normal as reviewed 
above. There is no reason to believe, however, that the operating procedure 
of this hsiln-yilan too was not normal. Presumably, both the structure and 
management of this institution were practically the same as in the case of any 
hsiln-yilan in other provinces. Only a sketchy description is left on record of 
the procedure followed in the sale of governmental salt (",J,iP~ql@il"). But as 
mentioned in the text (p. 35), the method later called "li-p'u-p'ei-mai" seems to 
have been followed in view of its fairly extensive acceptance during the T'ang 
rule. 

The hsiln-yilan was called on to collect proceeds from the sale of ch'ang-p'ing
yen (-m-lf!!!) in all chou and hsien and deliver them to thee entral government 
in the form of ch'ing-huo (~Ifft). Since all such proceeds locally collected were 
considered as "deliverable only to the coffers of the central government," whatever 
portions of salt monopoly proceeds, whether from the sale of ch'ang-p'ing-yen or 
not, were to be delivered to the capital by the hsiln-yilan although it may have 
been authorized to set aside a certain fraction of them to meet its maintenance 
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and operational expenses. From here arose the need for the hsun-yuan to take 

upon itself the task of controling transportation facilities within its jurisdiction

another major function of this institution of which a separate study is called for. 


